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Knowledge Management and Organizational Memories


Knowledge Management (KM) is one of the key progress factors in organizations. It involves explicit and persistent
representation of knowledge of (geographically) dispersed groups of people in the organization, so as to improve the
activities of the organization. Although KM is an issue in human resource management and enterprise organization
beyond any specifictechnology questions, there are important aspects that can be supported or even enabled by
intelligent information systems. Especially AI and related fields provide solutions for important parts of
the overall KM problem.


- The know-how of an organization may consist of problem solving expertise in functional disciplines,
experiences of human resources, and project experiences in terms of project management issues, design
technical issues and lessons learned. The coherent integration of this dispersed know-how in a corporation,
aimed at enhancing its access and reuse, is called "corporate memory" or "organizational memory" (OM). It is
regarded as the central prerequisite for IT support of Knowledge Management and is the means for knowledge
conservation, distribution, and reuse. An OM enables organizational learning and continuous process
improvement.


- Identification and analysis of a company's knowledge-intensive work processes (e.g., product design or strategic
planning). Knowledge Engineering and Enterprise Modeling techniques can contribute to this topic. The
analysis of information flow and involved knowledge sources allows to identify shortcomings of business
processes, and to specify requirements on potential IT support.


Activities underlying knowledge management in an organization can comprise detection of needs, construction,
distribution, use and maintenance of the corporate memory. It demands abilities to manage disparate know-how and
heterogeneous viewpoints, to make it accessible and suitable for adequate members of the organization. When the
organization knowledge is distributed on several experts and documents in different locations all over the world,
the Internet or an Intranet inside the organization and World Wide Web (WWW) techniques can be a privileged
means for acquisition, modelling, management of this distributed knowledge.


The main objectives of KM/OM workshop is to discuss as well as the coherent integration of the dispersed know-
how in a corporation, knowledge capitalization, distribution, reuse, and knowledge engineering and enterprise
modeling techniques.
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A Case-Based Reasoning Framework for Enterprise
Model Building, Sharing and Reusing


Yun-Heh Chen-Burger1 and David Robertson2 and Jussi Stader1


Abstract. Enterprise model development is essentially a labour-
intensive exercise. Human experts depend heavily on prior
experience when they are building new models making it a natural
domain to apply Case Based Reasoningtechniques. Through the
provision of model building knowledge, automatic testing and
design guidance can be provided by rule-based facilities. Exploring
these opportunities requires us not only to determine which forms
of knowledge are generic and therefore re-usable, but also how this
knowledge can be used to provide useful model building support.
This paper presents our experiences in identifying and classifying
the knowledge which exists in IBM’s BSDM Business Modelsand
applying AI techniques, CBR and Rule-Basedreasoning together
with a symbolic simulator, to provide more complete support
throughout the enterprise model development life cycle.


Key-words Enterprise Modelling, Model Development Life Cycle,
Case Based Reasoning, Business Modelling, Process Modelling,
Knowledge Management, BSDM, Formal Method.


1 Introduction


The main task of BSDM’s Business Modellingis to identify two con-
ceptual components: entities and dependencies. Entities are things
that a business needs to manage and dependencies are the relation-
ships between these things. Certain kinds of scenarios or relation-
ships between entities are common to many businesses. Hence, one
would expect that the corresponding BSDM Business Modelmaps
reflect these commonalities.


In practice, IBM provides a catalogue of such generic entity mod-
els [8]: some of them are standard and example models from the
method and some of them were specifically developed for selected
industries. Provided with these generic models, BSDM practition-
ers help clients build their business model by using this information
implicitly or explicitly. For BSDM consultancy, King[9] suggested
three possible ways of re-using generic/known models when address-
ing a new problem domain.


� Back-Pocket Approach:the clients are made aware of the existence
of these generic models, but they are only used to support con-
sultancy. The client will see little or none of the generic model. A
consultant keeps these generic models at the back of his/her mind
and tailors them to the clients’ special requirements.
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� Reference Model Approach:supply the client with a relevant and
complete generic model with detailed description, together with a
contractual consultancy service which provides help for the inter-
pretation and use of the model.


� Software System Solution:provide developed software systems as
packages which are based on generic industrial models. These
software systems can then be used by the clients. The client may
or may not see the generic business model which was used to de-
velop the required software system.


The fact that similar practices are exhibited in many different busi-
nesses and business models are reusable in practice make them a
perfect domain candidate for applying CBRtechniques. Case-Based
Reasoning (CBR)[10] was inspired by observing human reasoning
when learning how to solve new problems by remembering solu-
tions that were applied to similar problems in the past, thus becoming
more competent in dealing with wider range of problems over time.
In the same way, a CBRsystem solves a new problem by comparing
it with old problems and their solutions, which are stored in the sys-
tem’s memory, a Case Library. Several CBRsystems have been built
to support design: Cadet[13][15] supports better conceptual design
for electro-mechanical devices; Cadsyn[12] provides guidance for
architectural design and adapts existing designs for new buildings;
Casecad[11] and AskJef[2] use multimedia technology to store and
present their cases to the user, the former in the domain of archi-
tectural design, the latter in the domain of human-machine inter-
face design. Other example CBR systems are Archie-II[5], Cadre[6],
Kritik-II [14] and Julia[7].


In the context of BSDM, the standard and example models from
the method and the generic models built for a particular industry can
be stored in the Case Library. The next step is to understand how one
can make use of these models and provide useful automatic support
for the modeller. BSDM also provides a semi-formal step-by-step
procedure for building a business model which includes modelling
rules, check lists and recommendations of different strength about
good modelling style. This knowledge also forms a natural source
for constructing error-checking and advisory rules. However, not all
model building knowledge can be formalised. For example, the rule
which requires the user to examine whether all of the important con-
cepts are included in the model can not be formalised and automatic-
ally checked by our logical rules. The initial BSDM business model
is a static model with system dynamic implications. To demonstrate
the dynamic aspects of the model, we have extended its original nota-
tion and enabled a model execution phase in our Business Model
Simulator. Both pieces of work are described in more detail in [4].


This paper presents how knowledge which is possessed by differ-
ent stake-holders: in the business modelling method, in the built in-
dustrial models, and in individual practitioners, can be captured and







formalised to provide coherent and comprehensive support through-
out the model development life cycle. It considers two issues: is such
knowledge generic and reusable, and how can this knowledge be
used to provide automatic support. The paper first describes how
Case Based Reasoningtechniques can be used to provide a common
platform for knowledge sharing. It then presents to which extent this
knowledge can be formalised and provide assistance for model build-
ing activities.


2 The Modelling Support Framework
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Figure 1. Architecture of Generic Model Advisor


Figure 1 shows the modelling framework which provides auto-
matic facilities to support the iterative plan-build-test-refinemodel-
ling development life cycle as shown in Figure 2.


RefinePlan Build Test


Figure 2. The Plan-Build-Test-Refine development cycle


Two integrated knowledge based support tools, Generic Model
Advisor(GMA) and Knowledge Based Support Tool for Business
Modelling(KBST-BM), have been built. Since a BSDM’s business
model is organised and presented in viewsand diagrams, these are the
”units” that GMA stores and retrieves. GMA identifies and assigns
indices (features which characterise a model) to the problem, i.e. the
user-defined BSDM model. These indices, together with the embed-
ded domain knowledge, in our case the Entity Conceptual Hierarchy
and Match Rules, are passed to the pattern matching algorithm which
compares the indices of the problem and those of the generic models


in the Generic Model Libraryto retrieve a set of reference models
which exhibit similar characteristics to the input model.


At this stage the retrieved similar generic models are not yet ex-
amined to determine which is a better match for the current problem.
For such a comparison, GMA provides a flexible Similarity Assess-
ment Functionwhich enables the deployment of a built-in heuristic
method or the users can dynamically make up their own evaluation
method to explore specific matches based on the identified indices of
the model.


The best matching case, according to the chosen similarity assess-
ment method and an analysis report of similarities and differences
between the user model and the retrieved reference model together
with suggestions about how to eliminate the causes of the differences,
are given to the user. The user can then read the report and/or ask
the system to present a different matching result for another generic
model. Matches are shown in the descending order of their scores in
the chosen similarity assessment method. A summary of all of the
matches shown to the user is produced separately which records the
similarity measurements of each match to give the user an overview
of all possible mappings and to allow revisiting of selected generic
models.


A user-defined model may be matched with more than one generic
models. The user can choose to modify his/her model and repeat the
above modelling cycle as a part of an iterative process. If the user
has decided to use the reference model as a basis to generate a new
model, the user can export the chosen reference model from the lib-
rary. At any stage of the model development, the user can choose to
use the verification and validation facilities provided by KBST-BM
to check for the completeness, soundness and appropriateness of the
built model.


When the user is sufficiently satisfied with his/her model, he/she
can retain this new model, i.e. write it back to GMA, by firstly gen-
eralising the new model, verifying and validating the generalised
model using the integrated tool KBST-BM, and then storing the new
generic model back to the Generic Model Library. The Case Based
Reasoning Cycleis now completed, and GMA’s knowledge can be
enriched and evolved through time via the inclusion of newly ac-
quired knowledge during operations. GMAdoes not provide an auto-
matic adaptation facility for two reasons. First, there is no absolute
standard which fits all businesses in determining whether or not a par-
ticular design is the most appropriateone for a business. Secondly,
although common practices are shared by many businesses, business
models are in general organisation-dependent and building a good
model requires understanding of the organisation’s operation and a
consensus within the organisation which may not be available or
formalisable due to the size and nature of the required knowledge[4].
Both issues have to be resolved before high quality automatic adapt-
ation can be provided.


The inner KBST-BMsystem box in the Figure 1 illustrates how
KBST-BMcan assist in completing the CBR cycle. It provides an in-
dependent verificationand validation (V&V)facilities (from the user)
and is included in the “Test” activity in the standard model develop-
ment process shown in Figure 2. This V&V approach and implement-
ation details of KBST-BMare given in [3].


3 Indexing, Matching and Similarity Assessment


Indices are features which can be used to distinguish models in the
case memory and to find appropriate matches between a given prob-
lem and previous models. In the context of a BSDM business model,
these distinguishing characteristics are embedded in the semantics of







entities, the architecture of a business model, and the business area
that a model describes.


Simply comparing the graphical representation of business mod-
els is not sufficient. For example, drawing an existing model upside-
down does not make it a different model, the semantics of the inter-
relationships (dependencies) between entities must be taken into
account. Furthermore, business contextual similarities may be dis-
guised. For instance, if a business model is a more elaborated or spe-
cialised version of another one (or vice versa), then these two models
normally will not have the same architecture (e.g. one may expand
parts of the model in some areas), and often they do not share the
same entities (e.g. using domain specific vocabularies instead). How-
ever, because they are essentially describing the similar business op-
erations, it will be useful to refer one to the other.


To be able to make meaningful comparisons between BSDM mod-
els, one must have an integral understanding of the business context
which is described in both the architecture of a model as well as the
business context that each entity represents. We capture part of this
context through typing of entities via a concept hierarchy.


3.1 Entity Conceptual Hierarchy (ECH)


BSDMprovides Entity Familieswhich provide entities in groups ac-
cording to where and how they can be used in a business model.
BSDM modellers use Entity Familiesas a starting point when trying
to identify entities for a new model. They also use it as a guideline to
check the architecture of the model. We organise information given
in the Entity Familiesin a taxonomic hierarchy, called the Entity Con-
ceptual Hierarchy.


Figure 3. A Part of Entity Conceptual Hierarchy (ECH)


Figure 3 shows a screen shot from GMA which captures a part of
the Entity Conceptual Hierarchywhich contains the suggested en-
tities for the top layer (layer 1) of a BSDM business model. Two
types of classes have been used to describe entities: the shaded rect-
angular boxes represent the Abstract Entity Types, and the clear rect-
angular boxes represent the Concrete Entity Types. Abstract Entity


Typesprovide a structure to allocate conceptual categories and nor-
mally describe more “general” concepts. Concrete Entitiespresent
more specialised concepts and include entities which are used in real
business models (as opposed to a generalised model). An arrow from
entity B to entity A indicates an is-a relationship from B to A, i.e. B
is-aA.


The Entity Conceptual Hierarchycaptures the semantics of all of
the entities (in the user and reference models) as well as the relation-
ships between them and it can be used to identify and match similar
entities used in the user and reference models.


3.2 Case Retrieving and Similarity Assessment


The Pattern Matching Algorithmcompares the contextual and archi-
tecture information of the given user model with that of all of the ref-
erence models stored in the Generic Model Library. Several types of
information is taken into account. Do these models describe a similar
business area? Are they capturing similar concepts? Do they follow
similar business rules? The contextual and architecture information
is stored in the business area, view, links, dependencies, and in the
entities.


Provided with knowledge embedded in ECH, one can now match
views, dependencies and entities to determine if two different mod-
els are sufficiently similar. To match entities, for instance, entities
which have the same name in both user and reference models pro-
duce a positive match. However, similar but variant entities (sibling
relationships in the ECH), or “stream-line” specialisations (e.g. par-
ent and child, or grandparent and grandchild relationships) may also
produce a positive match. When deciding which is a better match
between entities, the closer the relationship is between the two entit-
ies on the ECH, the better quality of a match it is.


A user model may include several generic models. On the other
hand, a generic model may include or partially overlap with the user
model. Figure 4 shows the possibilities how a user model may be
mapped to a generic model.
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CASE VII CASE VIII


Figure 4. Possible Matching between User Models and Generic Models


As our aim is to seek for the best or better match, naturally a 100%
match is always given the highest priority, therefore CASE I. The
second preference goes to a match in which an user model is fully
included by the selected generic model, hence CASE II and III. How-
ever, CASE II is superior than CASE III because its generic model is
more similar to the user model: it has a smaller difference compared
between the two models.







When a user model is not fully covered, we prefer a match where
the user model has a better coverage from the selected generic model,
hence CASE IV is superior to CASE V, VI and VII which are all
more superior than CASE VIII. In the case of V, VI and VII where
the coverage of commonality of the user model are similar, the qual-
ity of the matched generic model should be taken into account, i.e. a
generic model which is more similar to the user mode should be pre-
ferred. Since the generic model in CASE V is entirely included in the
user model, it is the most similar (or relevant) one to the user model,
CASE VI is in second place, and CASE VII is the least similar one to
the user model since it has a comparatively smaller common portion
with the user model.


Based on our preferences, five discriminating criteria are identi-
fied: the matching result of the captured business areas, the match-
ing ratio of links (dependencies) in the selected reference model, the
matching ratio of entities in the selected reference model, the match-
ing ratio of links (dependencies) in the user model and the matching
ratio of entities in the user model.


Given two matches, X and Y


match-data-link(X) = match-data-link(Y) and
else if match-view(X) = match-view(Y)) and


else if match-view(X) = match-view(Y)) and


else if match-view(X) = match-view(Y)) and
match-data-link(X) = match-data-link(Y) and


else if match-view(X) = match-view(Y)) and
match-data-link(X) = match-data-link(Y) and


match-case-link(X) =  match-case-link(Y) and


else SELECT   Y


match-data-link(X) > match-data-link(Y) then SELECT   X


match-case-link(X) >  match-case-link(Y) then SELECT  X


if match-view(X) >  match-view(Y) then SELECT   X


match-data-entity(X) >  match-data-entity(Y) then SELECT   X


match-data-entity(X) =  match-data-entity(Y) and


match-data-entity(X) =  match-data-entity(Y) and


match-case-entity(X) >  match-case-entity(Y) then  SELECT X


HEURISTIC SIMILARITY ASSESSMENT FUNCTION


Figure 5. The Heuristic Similarity Evaluation Function


Figure 5 shows the heuristic evaluation method provided by GMA.
It provides a means to use the evaluation criteria in selecting a bet-
ter model which complies with the preference order demonstrated
earlier. This method produces good results using our test data (see
Section 4). Alternatively, the user can dynamically design their own
evaluation methods using Weighted City-Blockevaluation function
based on the above criteria, if they wish to explore specific aspects
of models in the library.


4 Evaluation


For evaluation purposes, we obtained a variety of BSDM models
from different domains. Part of a real industrial model which was de-
veloped by an international automobile company.3 One generic busi-
ness model for small and medium-sized restaurant was developed
based on interviews of three independent family restaurant (ex-
)owners to enlarge our testing base. We also captured example and
standard models from BSDMand stored them in our Generic Model


3 The company wishes to keep its identity confidential.


Library. In total, the library contains about a dozen of models de-
scribed in 15 different views, represented in 25 diagrams.


The evaluation was concerned with the following issues: (1) to
which extent can the tool provide a starting point to help build a new
model; (2) how capable is the tool in helping detect model errors
by retrieving the appropriate reference models; (3) how well can the
system help to retain new knowledge and store it for future reuse.
In other words, we are interested in determining how well the tool
can help to speed-start model building, encourage good modelling
practice and accumulate model building knowledge.


Althoff et al [1] proposed a useful evaluation framework to test
both the theoretical and practical aspects of a Case-Based Reasoning
system. Adapting their method, four types of tests were designed and
carried out. Firstly, by giving only very little information, a test was
carried out on GMA to determine if it can provide any useful assist-
ants by retrieving similar models. Secondly, to test the capability of
GMA to cope with “noisy” models, pre-determined portions of data
were deleted from the original models which were then used as in-
put for GMA. The result was used to compare with the expected (i.e.
perfect) result when the original model was used.


Thirdly, the above automobile industrial model was used as the
user-defined model. Since the automobile model was developed in-
dependently by and for a real business, it would be a good testing
vehicle to demonstrate if CBRtechniques can be used to contribute
to general business model building exercises. The intention was also
to determine whether or not GMA could retrieve similar cases from
the library, given sufficiently different model architecture and entity
names.


One vital step for a Case Based Reasoneris in its ability to retain
and reuse new knowledge. Therefore, the final test was to use GMA
as a modelling tool to develop, generalise, verify and validate (with
the help of KBST-BM) and retain a business model, and then export
it from the Generic Model Libraryas a new model. The results ob-
tained demonstrated that even when provided with only partial and
noisy models, the system was still able to retrieve all relevant refer-
ence cases where they existed in the library. We also observed that the
matching result was largely influenced by the matching of the view
name of the data model. However, in the absence of a matching view
name, GMA still retrieved good matching cases from the library. In
fact, out of the 10 different tests and 29 different sets of data, all of
the tests successfully retrieved the best and good matching cases.


Although the above tests are encouraging, it is possible to produce
scenarios where the system may not produce similarly successful
results, i.e. instead of using a correct partial model, it gives an er-
roneous model containing vital mistakes. For example, when a busi-
ness model uses an entirely wrong view name or a business model
which is grossly misrepresented. When the input model is given in
such a way it will misguide the system to believe that it is more sim-
ilar to another reference model, hence the retrieval case will probably
be incorrect. We, however, believe that the modellers normally have
sufficient judgement not to make such vital mistakes.


During the third test, i.e. given an input model with significant dif-
ferent architecture and entity names, GMA was also able to retrieve
all of the similar reference models for it, and present them in a reas-
onable order of preference. The testing result showed that although
some of our cases in the library are much less complicated and smal-
ler in scale and most of them indeed describe a different domain of
business, useful similarities (in the same business areas across sec-
tors) are still being identified using GMA. This also demonstrated the
fact that at this level of abstraction common practices are exhibited
in different business environments and can be reused.







KBST-BM integrates with GMA together provide an adequate
framework for CBR, i.e. automatic indexing input data, retrieving
relevant cases from library, comparing and analysing input with se-
lected cases, revising cases for current problem, verifying and val-
idating input, and retaining the new inputs for future reference. This
allows us to use the larger KBST-BM BSDMmodelling environment
in the adaptation phase of the CBRcycle. We tested this route using
the automobile and restaurant models.


5 Conclusion


Successful business model development requires both methodolo-
gical and application domain knowledge and experience. Unfortu-
nately, few people possess all of these capabilities. Our studies of
applying CBR and Rule-Based techniques which are based on a co-
herent underlying formal method shows how model building know-
ledge can be obtained, reused and used to provide automatic verific-
ation and validation facilities. We believe that with this support we
are able to enhance the level of knowledge sharing, and ability of
problem solving. More importantly, it adds to our understanding of
how this sort of seemingly informal method can fit into parts of the
design lifecycle which require formal models.
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Integrating Textual Knowledge and Formal
Knowledge for Improving Traceability


Farid Cerbah1 and Jérôme Euzenat2


Abstract. This article deals with traceability in knowledge
repositories. More precisely, we concentrate on the role of
terminological knowledge in the mapping between (infor-
mal) textual requirements and (formal) object models. We
show that terminological knowledge facilitates the produc-
tion of traceability links and model generation, provided that
language processing technologies allow to elaborate semi-
automatically the required terminological resources. The pre-
sented system is one step towards incremental formalization
from textual knowledge. As such, it is a valuable tool for
building knowledge repositories.


1 INTRODUCTION


Knowledge management has for long been preoccupied by
the relationships between formal and informal knowledge.
The informal is richer and familiar to any user while the for-
mal is more precise and necessary to the computer. It is recog-
nized that linking formal knowledge to informal knowledge
has several benefits in the context of knowledge management
including, (1) establishing the context for formalized knowl-
edge and documenting it, and (2) providing a natural way to
browse through formalized knowledge. A software tool for
supporting link generation, like the one presented in this pa-
per, is an opportunity to kick off incremental, corpus-driven
formalization.
In the field of knowledge management, there have been at-
tempts to provide tools supporting the linking of knowledge
sources [11, 15, 18]. However, the computational support
provided was quite limited. The links had to be established
manually and thus were error-prone and time consuming (not
only the initial setting of the links but, above all, the updating
operations). Besides, the browsing capabilities from formal
knowledge to the informal documents were minimal (e.g., the
hyperlinks had only one target document). In the meantime,
several works focused on the advantages of using a corpus-
based terminology for supporting formal knowledge acquisi-
tion [4, 1, 2]. These contributions emphasize the central role
of terminological resources in the mapping between informal
text sources and formal knowledge bases. We put forth an ar-
chitecture, centered around a terminology extration and man-
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agement tool, which enables to generate models from texts
and navigate from one to another through the terminology.
We describe a fully implemented system that provides high-
level hypertext generation, browsing and model generation
facilities. From a more technical viewpoint, we introduce an
original XML based model for integrating software compo-
nents.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 in-
troduces the main concepts of our approach and the basic
tasks that should be performed by a user support tool which
exploits terminological knowledge for improving traceabil-
ity. Section 3 gives a detailed and illustrated description of
the implemented system. Finally, section 4 briefly compares
our contribution to related works and the conclusion provides
some directions for further research.


2 PRINCIPLES


2.1 Traceability in software engineering and
knowledge repositories


In software engineering, it is often stressed that design and
implementation decisions should be “traceable”, in the sense
that it should be possible to find out the requirements im-
pacted, directly or indirectly, by the decisions. In a similar
way, when building a somewhat formal (or at least structured)
repository from document sources, the concepts in the formal
repository must be linked to their original sources in the texts.
This mapping is useful in many respects:


� It helps to ensure exhaustiveness: By following traceabil-
ity links, the user or a program can easily identify the con-
cepts which are not represented in the repository.


� It facilitates the propagation of changes: At any time in
the elaboration process, traceability information allows to
find out the elements impacted by changes (upstream and
downstream).


� When traceability is established with hyperlinks, the
browsing capabilities of the overall repository are in-
creased.


Moreover, in the context of generalized knowledge manage-
ment, traceability of elaborated knowledge from raw text pro-
vides both grounding and arguments for decisions.
In an object-oriented framework, many traceability links aim
at relating textual fragments of the documents in natural lan-
guage and model fragments. Putting on these links manually







Figure 1. Using terminological items to link textual requirements and object models


is a tedious and time consuming task and current tools for re-
quirement analysis or knowledge acquisition provide no sig-
nificant help for doing that job (except [15]).


2.2 The role of terminological resources


In many information systems where both textual knowledge
and formal knowledge are involved to describe related con-
cepts, terminology can play an intermediate role. As men-
tioned earlier, previous works in the fields of knowledge ac-
quisition and natural language processing have shown that
terminological resources extracted from corpora can help in
the incremental formalization processes from texts to formal
models. There exists other demonstrative examples in related
domains, such as product data management and software en-
gineering.
For example, in the DOCSTEP project [9], which deals with
product data management, terminological resources are used
to connect multilingual technical documentation and items
of product trees. Hyperlinks are established between term oc-
currences in documents and corresponding objects in product
trees.
In software engineering, the role of terminological knowl-
edge in the modeling process has often been pointed out
[19, 12, 3]. One of the first step in the modeling process con-
sists in a systematic identification of the technical terms (sim-
ple and compound nouns) in the documents, namely the ter-
minology used to describe the problem. Some of these tech-
nical terms represent concepts which will be subsequently
introduced in the formal models. These terms can be seen as
an intermediary level between the textual requirements and
the formal models. (see figure 1).


2.3 Functional view of a system that exploits
terminology


A system that takes advantage of terminological resources
may involve techniques pertaining to several technological
areas, and particularly natural language processing, informa-
tion retrieval and knowledge management:


Terminology Extraction. In technical domains, many pre-
cise and highly relevant concepts are linguistically rep-
resented by compound nouns. The multi-word nature of
the technical terms facilitates their automatic identification
in texts. Relevant multi-word terms can be easily identi-
fied with high accuracy using partial syntactic analysis [4],
[13] or statistical processing [6] (or even both paradigms
[8]). Terminology extraction techniques are used to auto-
matically build term hierarchies that will play the interme-
diate role between documents and models.


Document and Model Indexing. The technical terms are
used for indexing text fragments in the documents. Fine
grained indexing, i.e paragraph level indexing, is required
while most indexing systems used in information retrieval
work at the document level. Besides, most descriptors used
in this kind of indexing are multi-word phrases. The terms
are also used for indexing the model fragments (classes,
attributes . . . ).


Hyperlink Generation. The terminology driven indexing
of both texts and models with the same terminology is
the basis of the hyperlink generation mechanisms. Futher-
more, hyperlink generation should be controlled interac-
tively, in the sense that the user should be able to exclude
automatically generated links or add links that have not
been proposed by the system.


Model Generation. It is quite common that the concept hi-
erarchies mirror the term hierarchies found in the docu-
ments. This property can be used to generate model skele-
tons which will be completed manually.


These features are implemented in the system presented in
the next section.


3 A USER SUPPORT TOOL FOR
IMPROVING TRACEABILITY


The implemented system consists of two components, XTerm
and Troeps. XTerm deals with the document management
and linguistic processing functions, more particularly ter-
minological extraction and the document indexing. Troeps







Figure 2. The integrated system based on XTerm and Troeps.


deals with knowledge management and model indexing. The
model generation function is spread over both components.


3.1 Terminology extraction with XTerm


XTerm [5] is a natural language processing tool that provides
two services to end users:


� Terminology acquisition from documents. It analyzes a
French or English technical documentation in order to
build a hierarchy of potential technical terms. The user can
explore and filter the extracted data via a graphical inter-
face.


� Terminology-centred hypertext navigation. XTerm can be
seen as a hypertext browser. The extracted terms are sys-
tematically linked to their textual contexts in the docu-
ments. The user can easily access the textual fragments
containing term occurrences.


Starting with a document collection, XTerm scans all doc-
ument building blocks (paragraphs, titles, figures, notes) in
order to extract the text fragments. These word sequences are
then prepared for linguistic processing. Additionally, it pro-
vides the mechanisms for indexing and hyperlink generation
from technical terms to document fragments. Hyperlink gen-
eration is a selective process: To avoid overgeneration, the
initial set of links systematically established by the system
can be reduced by the user.
The first linguistic processing step is POS tagging. We used a
rule based tagger based on the Multex morphological parser


[17]. POS tagging starts with morphological analysis which
assigns to each word its possible morphological realizations.
Then, contextual desambiguation rules are applied to choose
a unique realization for each word. At the end of this process,
each word is unambigeously tagged.
As mentioned in section 2.3, the morpho-syntactical struc-
ture of technical terms follows quite regular formation rules
which represent a kind of local grammar. For instance, many
French terms can be captured with the pattern “Noun Prepo-
sition (Article) Noun”. Such patterns can be formalized with
finite state automata, where transition crossing conditions are
expressed in terms of morphological properties. To identify
the potential terms, the automata are applied on the tagged
word sequences provided by the POS tagger. A new potential
term is recognized each time a final state is reached. During
this step, the extracted terms are organized hierarchically. For
example, the term “flight plan” (“plan de vol” in figure 2) will
have the term “plan” as parent and “modified flight plan” as
a child in the hierarchy.
The candidate set obtained after this step is still too large.
Additional filtering mechanisms are involved to reduce that
set. Grouping rules are used to identify term variants. For in-
stance, in French technical texts, prepositions and articles are
often omitted for the sake of concision (the term “page des
buts” can occur in the elided form: “page buts)”3. Term vari-
ants are systematically conflated into a single node in the term


3 Whose English literal translations are respectively: “page of the
waypoints” and “page waypoints”. A plausible equivalent term in
English could be “Waypoint page”.







Figure 3. System architecture


hierarchy.
XTerm is highly interactive. Many browsing facilities are
provided to facilitate the manipulation of large data sets (ex-
tracted terms + text fragments). XTerm can be used as an
access tool to documentation repositories.


3.2 Knowledge modeling with the Troeps
system


Troeps [14, 21] is an object-based knowledge representation
system, i.e. a knowledge representation system inspired from
both frame-based languages and object-oriented program-
ming languages. It is used here for expressing the models.
An object is a set of field-value pairs associated to an iden-
tifier. The value of a field can be known or unknown, it can
be an object or a value from a primitive type (e.g. character
string, integer, duration) or a set or list of such. The objects
are partitioned into disjoint concepts (an object is an instance
of one and only one concept) which determines the key and
structure of its instances. For example, the “plan” concept
identifies a plan by its number which is an integer. The fields
of a particular “plan” are its time constraint which must be
a duration and its waypoints which must contain a set of in-
stances of the “waypoint” concept.
Objects can be seen under several viewpoints, each corre-
sponding to a different taxonomy. An object can be attached
to a different class in each viewpoint. For instance, a particu-
lar plan is classified as a “flight plan” under the nature view-
point and as a “logistic plan” under the functional viewpoint.
This is unlike other object systems, which usually allow only
one class hierarchy.
Object-based knowledge representation provides various fa-
cilities for manipulating knowledge among which filtering
queries (which find objects of a concept satisfying fields and
attachment constraints), similarity queries (function of field


values or attachment classes) involving a distance measure,
value inference (through default values, procedural attach-
ment, value passing or filtering), position inference (classi-
fication and identification) in which the possible positions of
an object or a class in a taxonomy are computed.
Troeps knowledge bases can be used as HTTP servers whose
skeleton is the structure of formal knowledge (mainly in the
object-based formalism) and whose flesh consists of pieces
of texts, images, sounds and videos tied to the objects. Turn-
ing a knowledge base into a HTTP server is easily achieved
by connecting it to a port and transforming each object refer-
ence into an URL and each object into a HTML page. If HTML


pages already document the knowledge base, they remain
linked to or integrated into the pages corresponding to the
objects. The Troeps user (through an Application Program-
ming Interface) can explicitly manipulate each of the Troeps
entities. The entities can also be displayed on a HTTP client
through their own HTML page. The Troeps program gener-
ates all the pages on demand (i.e. when a URL comes through
HTTP). The pages make numerous references to each others.
They also display various documentation (among which other
HTML pages and lexicon) and give access to Troeps features.
From a Troeps knowledge server it is possible to build com-
plex queries grounded on formal knowledge such as filtering
or classification queries. The answer will be given through
a semantically sound method instead of using a simple full-
text search. Moreover, it is possible to edit the knowledge
base. The system presented here takes advantage of this last
feature.


3.3 Communication between the components


The communication between the linguistic processing envi-
ronment and the model manager is bidirectional: Upon user
request, XTerm can call Troeps to generate class hierarchies







Figure 4. Class generation and traceability through hyperlinks


from term hierarchies. Conversely, Troeps can call XTerm to
provide the textual fragments related to a concept (via a tech-
nical term).
For example, figure 4 illustrates the class generation pro-
cess from a hierarchy of terms carefully validated by the user
(a hierarchy rooted in the term “Plan”). The class hierarchy
constructed by Troeps mirrors the hierarchy of the validated
terms (under the root “Plan”).
At the end of the generation process, the created classes
are still linked to their corresponding terms, which means
that the terminology-centred navigation capabilities offered
by XTerm are directly available from the Troeps interface.
As illustrated by figure 4, the Troeps user has access to the
multi-document view of the paragraphs which concern the
“Flight-Plan” concepts4. From this view, the user can consult
the source documents if required.
Data exchanges between XTerm and Troeps are based on the
XML language (see figure 3). Troeps offers an XML interface
which allows to describe a whole knowledge base or to take
punctual actions on an existing knowledge base. This last fea-
ture is used in the interface where XTerm sends to Troeps
short XML statements corresponding to the action performed
by the user. These actions correspond to the creation of a new
class or a subclass of an existing class and the annotation
of a newly created class with textual elements such as the
outlined definition of the term naming the class. For exam-
ple, to generate classes from the term hierarchy rooted at the
term “plan”, XTerm sends to Troeps an XML stream contain-
ing a sequence of class creation and annotation statements.


4 More precisely, this view displays the paragraphs where the term
“flight plan” and its variants occur.


XML representation of object models . We give below an ex-
tract of this sequence, corresponding to the creation of classes
“Flight-Plan” and “Current-Flight-Plan”:


<trp:ADD>
<trp:CLASS>


<trp:CLASSDSC name="Flight-Plan">
<trp:CLASSREF name="Plan"/>


</trp:CLASSDSC>
</trp:CLASS>


</trp:ADD>


<trp:ADD>
<trp:CLASS>


<trp:CLASSDSC name="Current-Flight-Plan">
<trp:CLASSREF name="Flight-Plan"/>


</trp:CLASSDSC>
</trp:CLASS>


</trp:ADD>


<trp:ANNOTATE label="comment">
<trp:CLASSREF name="Flight-Plan"/>


<trp:CONTENT>
A flight plan is a sequence of waypoints...


</trp:CONTENT>
</trp:ANNOTATE>


The term definition filled out in the XTerm description of the
term is added as a textual annotation in the class description.
After these automated steps, the classes can be completed
manually.


This XML interface has the advantage of covering the com-
plete Troeps model (thus it is possible to destroy or rename
classes as well as adding new attributes to existing classes).
Moreover, it is relatively standard in the definition of formal-
ized knowledge so that it will be easy to have XTerm gener-
ating other formats (e.g. XMI [16] or Ontolingua) which share
the notion of classes and objects.
More details about this approach of XML-based knowledge
modeling and exchange are given in [10].







4 RELATED WORK


Terminology acquisition is one of the most robust language
processing technology [4, 13, 8] and previous works have
demonstrated that term extraction tools can help to link in-
formal and formal knowledge. The theoretical apparatus de-
picted in [4], [1] and [2] provides useful guidelines for inte-
grating terminology extraction tools in knowledge manage-
ment systems. However, the models and implemented sys-
tems suffer from a poor support for traceability, restricted to
the use of hyperlinks from concepts and terms to simple text
files. On this aspect, our proposal is richer. The system han-
dles real documents, in their original format, and offers vari-
ous navigation and search services for manipulating “knowl-
edge structures” (i.e., documents, text fragments, terms, con-
cepts . . . ). Moreover, the management services allow users to
build their own hypertext network.
With regard to model generation, our system and Terminae
[2] provide complementary services. Terminae resort to the
terminologist to provide a very precise description of the
terms from which a precise formal representation, in descrip-
tion logic, can be generated. In our approach, the system does
not require users to provide additional descriptions before
performing model generation from term hierarchies. Model
generation strictly and thoroughly concentrates on hierarchi-
cal structures that can be detected at the linguistic level using
term extraction techniques. For example, the hierarchical re-
lation between the terms “Flight Plan” and “Modified Flight
Plan” is identified by XTerm because of the explicit relations
that hold between the linguistic structures of the two terms.
Hence, such term hierarchies can be exploited for class gen-
eration. However, XTerm would be unable to identify the hi-
erarchical relation that hold between the terms “vehicle” and
“car” (which is the kind of relations that Terminae would try
to identify in the formal descriptions). As a consequence, the
formal description provided by our system is mainly a hier-
archy of concepts while that of Terminae is more structural
and the subsumption relations is computed by the description
logic system.
A recent contribution in the field of knowledge manage-
ment is that of [20] which provides automatic indexing of
mail messages in a corporate context. However, the indexing
mechanisms do not involve terminological resources.
In the field of software engineering, object-oriented methods
concentrate on the definition of formal or semi-formal for-
malisms, with little consideration for the informal-to-formal
processes [19, 12, 3]. However, to identify the relevant re-
quirements and model fragments, designers should perform
a deep analysis of the textual specifications. The recommen-
dations discussed in section 2.2 on the use of terminological
resources can be seen as a first step.
The transition from informal to formal models is also ad-
dressed in [22]. The approach allows users to express the
knowledge informally (within texts and hypertexts) and more
formally (through semantic networks coupled with an ar-
gumentation system). In this modeling framework, knowl-
edge becomes progressively more formal through small in-
crements. The system, called “Hyper-Objet substrate”, pro-
vides an active support to users by suggesting formal descrip-
tions of terms. The integrated nature of this system allows to
make suggestions while the users are manipulating the text,


and to exploit already formalized knowledge to deduce new
formalization steps. Our system, whose linguistic processing
component is far more developed, could be coherently em-
bedded in this comprehensive modeling framework.
Our work is also related to the WEB!KB system [7] whose
goal is to automatically build large knowledge bases by ana-
lyzing the World Wide Web. The system starts with a prede-
fined domain model, composed of classes and relations be-
tween them. Potential instances are identified on the Web
using machine learning techniques. ”Informal instances” of
predefined classes and relations may correspond to Web
pages, hyperlinks or text fragments. Our approach concen-
trates on the extraction of model fragments whereas this work
focuses on instance identification. No linguistic processing is
involved in this system. Textual material is simply viewed
as bag of words (without stemming). However, some learn-
ing techniques developed in this context could be adapted for
model generation.


5 CONCLUSION


Structured knowledge repositories are by nature highly rela-
tional and the various relations that hold between knowledge
fragments are often expressed through hyperlinks. However,
hypertext editing is an expensive and time-consuming activ-
ity which, nowadays, is hardly processed automatically, even
partially. Our approach emphasizes the need for an active
support to hypertext editing. We have presented a fully im-
plemented system that helps users to link formal models to
their informal sources.
We assumed in this work that the sources had a low degree of
formality, roughly documents with a poorly structured con-
tent. Further investigation will adress the problem of link
generation from semi-formal sources such as SGML and XML


documents. With the success of XML, the availability of such
semi-formal sources tends to increase. We think that link gen-
eration can be significantly improved when the sources are
semi-formal. In particular, XML tagging provides useful infor-
mation about the content structure that allows to accurately
identify the potential link anchors.
We also adressed in this work the issue of model generation
from informal sources. We proposed robust class generation
mechanisms that take advantage of term hierarchies automat-
ically built with NLP techniques. Further work will adress
automatic generation of more complex knowledge structures
such as relations between classes and attributes.
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Abstract
Experience reflection is a management method in which people having participated in the
management of an action (an incident or an accident) analyze the development of the situation,
learn lessons and apply decisions to avoid problems in the future. The following article
describes a reflection review process, which is distinct from the typical processes, in that it
focuses on a new form: the positive experience reflection (PER).  The PER method uses the
development of a real event as an opportunity to collect individual experience of several actors
and assemble them into a collective experience. It was successfully validated in 1999 when
applied to several rail incidents of the RATP, the French collective transportation company
operating in the region of Paris.
The PER method accentuates the need for capitalization of all types of experience and know-
how, by proposing a simple and structured way in which these can be shared and perpetuated
among all actors of a particular system at any given time.
By means of three main graphic supports, the PER allows for a reliable analysis of past
incidents and near miss incidents.  It traces the unfolding in time and propagation in space of
each incident and potential incident situations.  It equally allows for a reliable and complete
evaluation of the degree of danger and status of the failing system. The dynamic evolution of
dangerous situations is thus better understood and the actors’ reaction to the system breakdown
and crisis management skills is also greatly improved.


Keywords: Experience reflection, tacit knowledge, organizational learning, rail incidents


1. Introduction
The development of emergency management experience depends largely on debriefing sessions
and individual learning from operations. Debriefing consists of the analysis of the crisis and
lessons learnt from the evaluation of decisions and actions. Individual learning is the result of
the analysis that each manager carries out of events, decisions and actions, from his point of
view (hierarchical level, position during the incident, etc.).
Collective learning is mainly based on an experience reflection1 (ER) process. It is a post
operational evaluation activity that is used to learn from incidents, accidents and crisis to reduce
their occurrence. ER is composed of four phases: collect events, analyze events, learn lessons
and apply new decisions.


                                                                
1 From the French expression “Retour d’experience”







The ER process is practiced widely today and is commonly viewed as one of the unavoidable
building blocks in all effective security plans.
The ROE process makes it possible:
• To react to the probability of risks by avoiding the repetition of past errors,
• To react to the gravity of risks by studying how to limit danger,
• To intervene more effectively during the evolution of crisis situations.


The ER process, as we know it today, was practiced informally by the RATP as early as the
beginning of the 20th century.  By the early 90’s, the ROE method was officially established as
a compulsory procedure when analyzing rail incidents. Since the last 5 years, procedures are
established by the RATP to store information about incidents and accidents in a database.


Although the ER process significantly reduced the probability of occurrence and the gravity of
the effects of rail incidents in general, it was however, far from being fully effective.
One of the reasons was that the ER consisted of applying a “ bottom-up approach” by
identifying technical problems and supplying solutions at the design and operational levels.
The benefits that the field agents received from the ER process were insignificant if not non-
existent, limiting the effectiveness of the ER in practice.
The idea and birth of the positive experience reflection (PER) method was thus imminent. There
was a need for a more interactive ER method, placing emphasis on the sharing of experience
between actors belonging to a dysfunctional system.


2. The Positive Experience Reflection method
The PER method takes into account the complexity of the systems to which it is applied, one of
the reasons being that danger cannot be fully assessed in isolation. This is the law of Cindynics
reticularity, one of the concepts proposed by G. Y. Kervern [Kervern 94]: all the layers of a
system must be considered in order to fully grasp the correlation between complexity and
vulnerability.
The complexity of the system can be represented by the analysis of three sub-systems:
• Human: employees of all activities;
• Organizational: documents and procedures;
• Technological: technical equipment and machinery.


Fig. 1: The three sub-systems
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We present the application of the PER method to:
• The derailing of a rail gravel car, in the process of renewal of rail lines2.
• The malfunction of electrical devices3 (remote-controlled switchboards).


These two incidents merited special attention in that:
• They were considered by the actors of the system as being “normal”, an acceptable part


of the system, due to the frequency with which they occur (twice a year, on the average).
Our aim was to highlight the fact that these types of incidents, no matter how apparently
negligible, generate substantial losses in the long term and should therefore be
diminished if not altogether eradicated from the system.


• These particular incidents had taken place a little over a month before the beginning of
this study, therefore the actors still had the incidents “fresh in their minds”, making
interchange of experience all the more interactive,


The PER method has been developed to be applied to any past, present and future incident or
malfunction4. Five separate but complementary steps make up the PER method:
• Step 1: Perception. The maximum amount of data dealing with the incident is collected


from available sources to constitute a comprehensive database on the incident.  The data
sources are: observation of the work environment, written reports, interviews,
departmental meetings, informal conversations, etc. This step is the most time and
energy-consuming one due to the length of investigation and the variety of dispersed
accounts.


• Step 2: Analysis. The data is vetted and a questionnaire is compiled, which provides
questions covering a string of key events5 in the systems breakdown.  The questionnaire
(series of key events) is presented to two categories of actors: those that were directly
involved and those that were not present when the incident unfolded. The incidents are
dissected in order to identify key events that led to their occurrence.  Once each key
event is identified, it is detailed into the 4 phases of what we call a “ particle of
experience”: a situation, a decision, an action and its effect.


• Step 3: Validation. After having been interviewed individually, the actors receive the
results of their interview (a set of particles of experience) and approve or modify them.
Lastly, a collective meeting of all the actors of the system is convened in which the final
results are discussed and, if necessary, modified.  This is the “mirror effect” stage,
practiced at individual and collective levels.


• Step 4: Modeling and support to the sharing of experience. Three graphic support
methods are used: the String of Key Events Graph used mainly in step 3, the Fault Tree
and the Cindynics HyperSpace, used in step 5.


• Step 5: Proposal of measures. Practical measures are proposed for the three sub-
systems: Human/Organizational/Technological, based on the experience of actors.


3. Formalization of experience
The first method that can be used is to store incidents or accidents as elementary items. This is


                                                                
2 in French: “Déraillement d’une ballastière lors du renouvellement des voies ballastées”.
3 in French: “Dysfonctionnement des sectionneurs d’isolement télécommandes”.
4 Past: referring to the use of past written or oral records; Present: incidents which have just taken place; Future: study
of procedures.
5 From the French expression “Fil Conducteur”.







the approach chosen in most databases of accidents, because it is appropriate for statistical use
and for epidemiology of accidents. An analysis of accidents and incidents in different databases
shows that each type of accident corresponds to a series of events that differ by the context, the
development or the consequences. A study of mental representation of actors in the
development of risk management activities [Therrien 98] has permitted the identification of a
generic structure for the development of the incident or accident, based on key events. A more
detailed analysis shows that each of these meaningful events is associated with a decision cycle:
identification of context and event, situation analysis and actions. These key events are more
frequent than incidents, as each incident or accident is very often the succession of such key
events.
They constitute, with the associated decision cycles, the basis of experience of actors that they
use for the management of new incidents. Analogy is the main reasoning process used with
experience: if the actor has already experienced the same event in a similar context, he uses the
memory of his analysis and actions, weighted by the corresponding effects (decrease or increase
of danger) to take a decision in the current situation.


Our objective is to develop a methodology to collect experience and to promote its sharing
amongst actors. We therefore use a key event, the associated decision cycle and the evaluation
of effects to propose the concept of a particle of experience. It represents the smallest element
of experience that still holds onto its properties, that still renders information without distortion
and hence preserves most of the complexity of the situation.
A particle of experience is composed of four main aspects:
• Situation: what was happening at that particular moment in time (event & context),
• Decision:  after analyzing the situation, what decisions concerning actions are taken,
• Action: what is the action taken,
• Effect: what is the effect of the action taken until the next key event.
This structure is an adaptation of the model proposed by H.A. Simon [Simon 96] for the
representation of the decision process.


Fig. 2: Particle of Experience: key event and decision cycle
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of the incident. Each key event (particle of experience) is presented on one page, to serve as a
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The questionnaires are completely anonymous, having no mention of the names or functions of
the actors that participate.  The aim is to eliminate the fear of being reprimanded and to thus
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create a free and open dialogue.  As we will see later, this proved to be effective.
The objective of this questionnaire is to make it possible to communicate on common ground
with the actors of the system and to collect particles of experience.


The collection of particles of experience is achieved in three steps:
• One of the actors initiates the process by telling the story of the incident development,


using the questionnaire. This story is formalized as a set of particles of experience.
• Each of the other actors is interviewed on the basis of the current set of particles of


experience (one at a time), to collect his individual experience: did he experienced a
similar key event? Does he have proposals to manage differently the same key event?
This step represents an opportunity to collect positive experience from actors.


• When all actors have been interviewed, the full set of particles of experience that has
been assembled constitutes the collective experience.


In order to facilitate the collection of particles of experience and the validation along the
capitalization process, a graphical representation has been designed: the string of key events
(SKE).


This SKE graph (Fig. 3) is used after individual interviews and, later, during collective
interviews in order to confirm as closely as possible the accuracy and hence the reliability of the
data. The string of key events is designed to guide the actors in their line of reasoning, in order
for their answers to be complete and structured.


To collect the positive experience reflection, the actors are going through each key event and are
asked what they would have done in a similar situation. Two kinds of possibilities were
identified:
• Possible positive action: action that could have been applied in order to avoid/stop to the


system breakdown.  Had it been applied, this action may have made it possible to avoid
the occurrence of the incident altogether. This is a possible action that the actors would
want to encourage;


• Possible negative action: this relates to feasible action that could have been applied, but
that would have led to another incident or that may have even aggravated the
deterioration of the system. This is a possible action that actors would want to avoid.


Emphasis is placed not only on what actually happened, but also, and more importantly, on
what could have happened. Each of the actors interviewed is able to provide his or her know-
how freely and share this experience with other participants.


4. Validation 
After each interview, the actors receive a copy of the questionnaire results in the form of a SKE
Graph that traces:
• The exact events that took place during the period in which the system malfunctioned in


the form of real particles of experience (i.e. tracing what really happened).
• The possible positive and negative events that could have occurred in a similar situation


in the form of hypothetical particles of experience.


We call this step “mirror effect meeting”. It was applied to each actor, on a one-to-one basis (to
an actor after his or her individual interview) and in a group meeting that was held after all the
actors had partaken in the individual interviews.







This collective validation step allows for the coming together of actors in the same department,
actors belonging to different departments, and those with different functions and
responsibilities, who would not normally meet or be seen together. It allows for communication
between the actors, elicitation of tacit knowledge and sharing of positive experience because
each actor is encouraged to submit and review possible actions and solutions.


Individual and collective learning thus takes place and the actors acquire an increased sense of
team spirit. This was confirmed by a number of actors after the collective “mirror effect
meeting”: the actors felt motivated by this participative process and expressed the feeling that
they had at long last been able to communicate their feelings, to interchange ideas, be heard and
even to learn from the experience of others.


5. Modeling and support to the sharing of experience
The efficiency of the PER method is supported by three graphic representations: SKE graph
(String of Key Events), Fault Tree graph and Cindynics hyperSpace. The benefits of graphic
representations should in no way be underestimated.  Indeed, they proved to be an invaluable
comprehension aid, allowing the actors to better visualize the different aspects of the incidents.


The String of Key Events Graph (Fig. 3) is a visual support, tracing the actual and possible key
events that played a part in the evolution of the system malfunction. Real and possible key
events were identified thanks to the individual and collective experiences of the actors. In this
way, the PER method was able to draw from experience and know-how in order to identify real
and could-be key events:
• From the start (system deterioration);
• During the actual incident (system breakdown);
• Through to the end (normalization of the situation: system is back in its “normal” state).
The central line represents the development of the incident as the succession of key events and
decision cycles that really occur. On the left side are represented the decision cycles that make
the situation easier (decrease the danger or stop the incident), and on the right side, those that
aggravate the situation (increase danger or create a new incident) are given.


The Fault Tree Method (Fig. 4) was incorporated in the PER method for various reasons:
Firstly, because it is one of the most commonly used methods in the field of safety analysis.
Secondly, and contrary to the SKE Graph that traces the unraveling in time of an incident, the
Fault Tree Method represents, at a given moment in time, all the possible combinations of
events that could lead to the system breaking down.  It includes also safety barriers (devices,
procedures or human actions aiming at reducing/stopping the propagation of the incident). The
fault tree is created during the design of the system. At each occurrence of an incident or
accident that was not identified, it must be updated to take into account the causes and
determine the appropriate safety barriers. The PER method has proved to be efficient in
supporting this update.


The Cindynics HyperSpace Method (Fig. 5) helps to grasp the level of danger inherent to the
malfunctioning system at any given time: before, during and after the incident. This qualitative
method can be seen as a framework to assess the global level of danger, which is represented by
means of five Cindynics dimensions:







• Statistical dimension: information on the system6, past incidents, databases,
• Epistemic dimension:  models, representations of the system,
• Objectives dimension: the direct finalities and objectives of the system,
• Rules dimension: organizational rules and procedures governing the system,
• Values dimension: the fundamental values of the system.
Before and after each particle of experience, each dimension of the HyperSpace is analyzed and
elements affecting the danger of the situation are highlighted along the corresponding axis.
Through this approach, it is possible to visualize the variations in the level of danger during this
cycle.


6. Conclusions
In this application to rail incidents and accidents, the PER method has demonstrated a
significant potential to improve the efficiency of incident and accident management by eliciting
tacit knowledge. It allows for:
• Crisis Management. The actor draws on past experiences and is thus better equipped to


deal with incidents, should these arise.
• Prevention. The sharing of experiences allows for the compilation of security barriers,


better adapted measures to be applied in order to reduce the likelihood of occurrence and
the gravity of the incidents.


• Establishing of a collective memory. The PER method promotes the capitalization and
the perpetuating of the experience and know-how of the actors in a system.


• Strengthening communication channels between actors. Cooperation of actors in the
same department as well as different departments are reinforced if not completely set up.


It is a straightforward and structured method, applicable to any type of incident of the past,
present and future. Despite the benefits of the PER method, there were obstacles that arose,
namely:
• Difficulty in assuring the participation of all the actors in the PER method.  The usual


ER process is viewed mainly as an inquisition, in that senior management often
associates the experience reflection process to inspection, reprimands and sanctions.


• Different levels of involvement on the part of certain departments. Some departments
especially those not directly involved in high-risk activities, felt less concerned with
safety and security measures, and gave little importance to their participation in the PER
method. Indeed, there is still much to be accomplished in the field of risk awareness.


There are plans in place for the PER method to be applied to several problems of risk
management in industrial companies, within the framework of a research and development
group involving both academic and industrial partners.
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Fig. 3: the String of Key Events Graph
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Fig. 4: the Fault tree Graph
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Figure 5: the Cindynics HyperSpace graph
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1- Introduction


In this paper, the properties of a system providing access to a core concept in the knowledge
management of an organization are defined. One of these properties is the ability of the
system to deal with multiple points of view on a concept. This work refers to accidentology
and the studied concept is the accident scenario.


This concept of accident scenario has been used since the late eighties in French research on
road safety. Various research tasks on road accidents and on safety-study methods led to the
progressive development of this concept. A scenario can be defined as a prototypical
unfolding corresponding to a set of accidents which are similar from the point of view of the
chain of facts and causal relations, throughout the different accident stages. This concept is a
means for synthesizing knowledge extracted from accident case studies, based on in-depth
investigation methods, or on detailed analyses of police reports. Applications of this concept
are developed both in the area of traffic accident research and in the area of safety
studies(diagnoses), thus preparing engineering measures or local safety policies.


In the field of safety studies, the design of scenarios proved its utility to reach a total view of
the local phenomena and associated preventive possibilities by starting from case analyses. In
the long run, researchers feel that case analysis in the framework of diagnoses tends more and
more to concentrate on the recognition of the accident scenario, already precisely described
and documented. Researchers underline the need for continuing the research on the concept of
scenario when considered as accident knowledge. The robustness of these scenarios with
respect to expertise, to road site differences, to mathematical methods and to tests of
similarity should be clearly established before using them as an efficient help in accident
analysis.


The research works conducted at CRIP5 since 1995 on the representation of accident scenario
and system for automatic recognition of accident scenario, in co-operation with MA (Salon de
Provence Mechanisms Accident Department) of INRETS (Institut National de recherche sur
les Transports et leur Sécurité) on the one hand, and on the other hand with INRETS and
INRIA (knowledge intranet server), are also related to this concept. In this framework, the
concept of scenario is used for accident type recognition, for investigators’ training, and for
accidentology knowledge improvement.







Therefore, the scenarios constitute a core concept of capitalized knowledge at INRETS. They
are created and used by its researchers. In the end, they will be used by the investigators of
this organization and by people outside it. There exists many reports from different authors
that describe the concept of scenario from their own points of view. They have been written
during the last ten years. Moreover, each of these authors have elaborated scenario corpora
which are available in paper form. Some recent papers have been written to take stock of the
definition and the use of the scenario in accidentology.


The corporate memory of  MA is already well developed. The aim of this work is to define
the properties of a tool which will make possible it to use and to maintain this corporate
memory in an interactive way, to support and even promote its evolution. A scenario editor
integrated into a knowledge server or a recognition system seems a suitable tool.


To define the properties of this tool, we have determined the various representations useful for
the reasoning of a recognition system and for the assistance to the reasoning of users, other
than the designers of these categories. The scenarios established by the researchers and the
contexts in which they were produced are also studied. A co-operative activity has been
initiated to build a first corpus of consensus scenarios.


The studied co-operative activity consists in the design of consensus scenarios from a corpus
of heterogeneous ones. A scenario from this corpus constitutes a prototypic unfolding of
events, representative of a cluster of similar unfoldings. The corpus heterogeneous nature is
due to the multiplicity of authors’ representations, to the tasks they were intended for and to
the authors’ aims. Therefore, building consensus scenarios requires that authors agree on the
relevance and the formulation of their initial scenarios, then on the form of the resulting
scenarios.


The study of this collective design activity reveals the founding structures of these scenarios:
description logic, description language, representation mode. It also provides representation
modes which rely on these structures. In this study, the cooperation process summons up
knowledge to clarify the essential elements that give structure to these categories. Cooperation
is considered as a knowledge acquisition technique for a collective design task in a context of
multi expertise.


Work about the psychology of expertise, about the role of multiple representations in training,
about terminology and ontological engineering, about the studies of the links between experts’
expertise and language, enabled us to determine the forms of representation and the suitable
language of description to be retained. They also enabled us to justify these choices. We
retained the description logic, the description language and the modes of presentation of the
initial representations as fundamental elements to construct these consensual representations.
We propose the use of a terminology of the field and the use of an ontology to give access to
these various components of the scenarios.


In the following sections, after presenting the domain concerned, the properties of the
scenario editor are described first, then the protocol used for the collective design of
consensus scenarios. After, the elements on which the experts rely upon for starting their
cooperation are introduced and the consensus scenarios are characterized. Finally, the
conclusion shows that in the case of a previously built memory, techniques of knowledge
acquisition are useful to elicit the implicit knowledge structures and therefore to give access
to these structures.







2-Domain of accidentology


Understanding accidents, reconstitution and knowledge unfolding branches of activity in
accidentology.
The road accident
A road accident is presented as a complex event. The accident is a process defined by a
sequence of facts necessarily located in time (logic sequential course of events) and space
(logic of the followed trajectories, generally rather linear) and by a causal logic which relates
these facts between them (former events will determine posterior events). In a systemic
approach, an accident is seen as a symptom of a malfunction of the HVI system (Human,
Vehicle, Infrastructure), i.e. a failure of the adaptations of the system components [Fleury,
1998]. The HVI system helps accidentologists in their analysis and understanding of
accidents.
The models
Models in the domain theory permit to represent and explain the unfolding of an accident.
Two models are considered here because they structure the unfolding representation: the
functional model and the sequential model.
Actually, the unfolding of an accident is seen, by the experts, as a chronological succession of
situations by means of the sequential model : the driving situation before the accident; the
accident situation; the emergency situation; the crash situation. The exit of each phase
determines conditions for entry into the following phase. The functional model is a driver’s
model. It is based on psychological functions and the psychomotor activities implied in
vehicle driving.
The accident scenario
An accident scenario is defined as a prototypical unfolding corresponding to a set of accidents
which presents similarities from the point of view of chain of facts and causal relations,
through different accident steps. It results from an expert analysis of the accident. As such, the
various situations of the sequential model are clearly identified. The scenario is presented
according to the sequential model. In each situation, the concerned mechanisms are described.
The scenario is also an important synthesis tool in accidentology. It helps to draw more
general conclusions in the case of accurate accident analysis and leads to global action on
infrastructure. But it strongly depends on the experts’ preferences, and on the tasks they have
to achieve.


3- The scenario editor


Corporate memory in this paper is considered as “an explicit, disembodied, persistent
representation of knowledge and information in an organization, in order to facilitate its
access and re-use by members of the organization, for their tasks”[O’Leary and al.,1998 ;
Van Heijst and al., 1996 ; Rabarijaona and al., 1999].


Activities underlying knowledge management can be decomposed in six steps : (1) Detection
of needs in corporate memory, (2) Construction of the corporate memory, (3) Diffusion of the
corporate memory, (4) Use of the corporate memory, (5) Evaluation of the corporate memory,
(6) Maintenance and evolution of the corporate memory [Dieng et al., 1998].


Cooperative practices in multi disciplinary work at MA have led the researchers to build a
corporate memory. This memory is made up of accidentology knowledge, of disparate know-
how and heterogeneous points of view. The scenarios constitute a significant part of the







accumulated knowledge. The tool described here will make it possible to use and maintain
this memory in an interactive way, to support and promote its evolution. Consequently, this
contribution mainly addresses points 2, 3, 4 and 6.


A brief recall of the important points to consider in each of these three steps is presented
below. In step (2), the adopted techniques depend on the sources from which the corporate
memory can be built (in this study: experts, paper reports, technical documents and case
studies) and the nature of the needed corporate memory according to the intended users. In
step (3), the distribution to specially selected members of the organization [Van Heijst and al.,
1996] can be passive or active: either the user can search for the needed information or
knowledge distribution can be decided systematically and taken in charge by an adequate
department of the organization. In step (4), the information search by the authorized members
of the organization should be adapted to the users’ needs, to their activities and to their work
environment. In step (6), problems related to the addition of new knowledge, removal of
obsolete knowledge and coherence underlying a cooperative extension of the corporate
memory must be tackled.


The scenario editor design relies on these considerations. It enables selective accesses to a
persistent scenario basis, through visualization, creation and modifying capabilities. These
accesses are supported by a related ontology and conceptual models of the domain.


The scenario editor is designed with two tasks in mind: diagnosis and design.


Diagnosis is a task carried out during accident analysis.  The end-user is an investigator or a
researcher and he only uses the consultation mode of the scenario editor. Consulting a
scenario gives access to its multiple representations ( a text, a schema, a picture, a critical
path). It also makes the description logic of this scenario understandable. The description
language used to describe scenarios is accessible by the links established between the domain
terminology and the verbs used for scenario description.  An ontology gives a view of term
organization according to the type of action considered and the situation in which they occur
with their arguments.


Design is a task which is generally accomplished by the experts at the time of activities such
as the diagnosis (prospective study, safety project, urban project), the thematic study
(prevention campaign, etc. ). In this case, the end-user writes scenarios which are
representative of a set of similar accidents (according to their unfolding). According to the
current task, criteria of writing are adopted. The terminology helps as a memory assistance for
the activity of writing. However, the terminology must be able to evolve in order to describe
new incoming scenarios. Acting as a feedback for the expert activity, the tool will help to both
enhance and  precise the domain terminology.
The description logic is left to the experts’ choice.  The scenarios are organized according to a
hierarchy or a flat organization and can be retrieved in both ways.  In any case, once a new
scenario is written, it is appropriate to check if it already appears in the basis or if it must be
added.  A measurement of similarity is currently under evaluation in order to determine the
proximity between the considered scenarios.


Another useful feature during the design task is the ability to clone an existing scenario and,
by slightly modifying its representation, to create a new one, refining an existing category.


The basic architecture of the scenario editor is sketched in the following figure.







Scenarios are stored in a database combining, for each scenario, a set of fixed attributes and
an object model. Classification attributes are used for selection purpose while the object
model supports the different kinds of representations for a scenario. This model heavily relies
on the  strong concepts of the domain, namely the HVI model, the sequential model, the
functional model.
Terminology proposition stored in the ontology database takes its arguments (H, V, I) from
the object model. Therefore the link with the ontology is made via these arguments in order to
ensure consistency of the internal representation.
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For the user, at the graphic interface level, different views (four) may be alternatively
displayed corresponding to different representations of the same scenario. Editing is done
with the help of both the ontology database and a library of predefined objects (schematic or
drawn).


From now on, it will be possible to choose the representations in adequacy with the tasks
undertaken. The database should be able to evolve in the course of time and must reflect
further improvements concerning the conceptual aspects of the scenarios. Thus, the
researchers should be able to add or modify elements related both to scenarios and to their
categorization. More beginners should be able to understand the underlying reasoning and to
learn how to design such scenarios. The idea is also to couple this database with a scenario
recognition system and to use it as a layer of additional knowledge associated with a
knowledge server.


4-Method for defining the properties of the scenario editor


The method for defining the properties of such a tool consists in a consensus design protocol
of scenario and in an analysis of the result.


The consensus scenarios are conceived to be used by the researchers, the investigators and
outside users. It is thus mandatory to make the various elements of the components
understandable: the description logic, the description language and the various
representations.  The idea is to have a scenario basis made up of the corpora of existing
scenarios in a sufficiently universal form. This will allow the re-use the scenarios in different
use and study context.


Universal structures involve a risk of standardization of the initial structures i.e. the drastic
gumming of differences.  This led to the dissatisfaction of the researchers who did not recover
all the elements of their own structures.  Moreover, such consensual structures are useless
because of their non-representativeness. To avoid this risk and in agreement with the
researchers, the decision to release the particularities of the various representations and of the
different modes of reasoning was taken. This orientation made it possible to focus more
particularly on these differences and to understand the description logic better.


The analysis of the collective construction of consensual categories is based on the use of a
cooperation process in a multi expertise context. This presentation is supported by works
relating to:
the psychological aspects of the expertise [Caverni, 1988,1991], [Chi, Feltovitch, Glaser,
1981], [Dubois, 1992], [Dubois, Bourgine, Resche-Rigon, 1992], [Falzon et Visser, 1988,
1989], [Gobbo, Chi, 1986],[Visser et Falzon, 1992];
the relations between expertise and language [Prince, 1991, 1992,1996];
the status of multiple representations [Alpay, Giboin, Dieng, 1999], [Bromme, Nückles,
1999], [Tabachneck-Schijf, Leonardo, Simon, 1994, 1997], [Hermina, Tabachneck-Schijf,
Simon, 1999].


These various works enabled us to understand better the role played by the cognitive and
socio-cognitive aspects. This analysis was carried out in order to point out the useful elements
for the construction of a consensus scenario database.







4-1 Protocol for collective design of consensual categories
Before going any further it is necessary to define the terminology that is used in this paper.
Categorization refers to the activity of category design and to its result i.e. the whole of the
designed categories. Recognition refers to the activity which consists in judging if an object is
one instance or belongs to a subcategory of an already existing category. Categorization is
obviously not fixed once for all. The categories obtained at the conclusion of a categorization
activity provide data on the organization and nature of these categories (categorical standards,
information on typicality, and the subcategories’ basic-level). The results relating to a
categorization process can be reported according to the logic of description, the level of
description and the extension of categorization. The logic of description refers to the
categories obtained and the reasoning used to constitute them. The level of description
underlines the links with the studied cases. The extension of the category relates to the
coverage of the number of possible cases. It is also established that according to the types of
expertise and the tasks carried out, categorizations differ.  The experts involved in this study
had the task to collectively rebuild a categorization, starting from already established
categorizations, within the framework of diversified tasks (diagnosis, thematic study,
information campaign, etc.). These new categories are those on which the end-users engaged
in tasks of different nature (re-writing, designing, training) will be able to rely during their
activities.


The activities of designing and writing were carried out by a group of researchers who were
experts in scenario design. The protocol used was broken up into two sorts of working
sessions: with an expert alone, and with a group of experts, building consensus scenario
collectively. The individual sessions included an initial meeting and working sessions on
corpora provided by other authors.


The purpose of the initial meeting was to make sure that researchers agreed on the concept of
consensus scenario. Once the interest of the notion of  consensus scenario was accepted, the
cooperation for designing these scenarios was established efficiently between the experts. The
first result was the definition of what, within this particular framework, a consensus scenario
is. A consensus scenario is an abstract entity which corresponds to cases of accidents
presenting an overall similarity in their unfolding and whose relevance, from the point of view
of the phenomena, is the object of a consensus between experts.


The experts worked collectively on a corpus of generic scenarios which they had already
designed or which had been built by beginners in accidentology supervised by the members of
the group. The design of generic or consensus scenarios is founded on common models which
form part of the corporate culture.


The individual working sessions enabled to clarify the authors’ description  logic. Each expert
uses his/her own description logic, his/her own representation modes and his/her own
description language of scenarios. The description language is generally shared by all the
researchers, but their description logic differs in some ways and the representation modes
vary according to researchers. These various elements play a part in the collective design but
generally they are not explicitly quoted.


4.2 The designed consensual categories
The design of consensual categories (consensus scenario) was carried out during collective
sessions. This design relies on studies and comparisons of scenarios from studied corpora.







The experts’ comparison strategy is based on two essential points, the agreement on the
existence and on the writing of the considered scenario.


The scenario existence relates to the validity of the regrouping made by an expert during a
particular study. The discussion on the regrouping emphasizes the specificity of each expert’s
description. The differences between the experts are explained quite easily when the
reasoning which led to the regrouping is available. The adjustment can raise more difficulties
and even fail if the ways of reasoning are too far apart. This occurs primarily when regrouping
is worked out by “novices”. The scenarios which describe different points of view are
preserved.


Then, when a consensus is acquired on the relevance of clustering, the experts may not share
the way adopted to account for the phenomenon associated with clustering. In case of
disagreement, the discussion deals with the elements structuring the prototype. The conflicts
between experts are easily solved insofar as the elements characterizing a scenario are
relatively standard (infrastructure, maneuver, human component, etc.).


Finally, once a consensus is obtained both on the existence and on the way of clustering, a
writing remains to be adopted. Two processes underlie the writing: the reference to cases of
accidents and the recourse to memory. The description level is dependent on the adopted
process. The closer the expert is to cases, the more detailed the scenario is. According to
Tulving [1976,1983], the descriptive elements of scenarios written by using a recollection
process can be considered as indices of recovery.


The researchers implied in this study have different initial backgrounds, professional
experiences and varied expertise. They all are engineers and experts in accidentology in
varying degrees. Their position in the organization is different but they all have contributed to
the development of generic scenarios. Their professional activity can be divided in three parts:
fundamental research, finalized research and participation in the development policy of the
organization.


According to the kind of speech they use, the researchers do not report the results in an
identical way. For each researcher, speech includes the academic, functional and practical
levels in varying degrees. Their activity is essentially interdisciplinary.  They build models for
the comprehension of complexity by using inductive and hypotetico-deductive reasoning.
They know about the academic speech but are more familiar with the systemic one. Practical
work is essential for them to understand and act.


Variability in the use of the various types of knowledge mentioned above is related to
“cultural pre-built”, to know-how and to individual preferences. The use of these various
types varies according to the activities carried out (diagnosis, thematic studies), the tasks done
(method construction, teaching, action definition, research orientation definitions, result
dissemination) and the audience concerned (academic media, organization staff, production
research report and books published for their organization, or works published in their own
name). Whoever the researchers are, their productions include re-formulations and
demonstrations, generally allotted to the academic experts, descriptions tuned to the
objectives of the organization and pervaded with the corporate culture generally associated to
the industrial experts and their skills.







Consequently the representations associated with the consensual scenarios must reflect these
various productions. Differences are clarified in the writing of the generic scenarios. The form
of speeches of the researchers reveal a language situated at the various levels previously
quoted. These languages are relatively close.


The researchers use multiple representations to write the generic scenarios. The choices for
these representations depend mainly on the tasks carried out, on the aspects they wish to
highlight and on their preferences regarding result presentation.  Moreover, certain aspects
can be explained better in a representation than in another, which makes the various kinds of
representations complementary. The different representations are used for knowledge
assembling (coordination of the various representations during the reasoning) and represent
different points of view (cognitive component of the expertise connected to the task).


Three great classes of scenarios emerge:
− The robust scenarios which are based on experts’ agreement.
− The hypothetical scenarios which are clusters. The appearance of new cases reinforces or


questions these clusters. They have a very fragile basis, they are likely to be questioned or
to be transformed.


− The aberrant scenarios, which are so few that they can’t be seen as clusters, but which are
sufficiently representative to be preserved. They are generally associated with a single
study. In this case, the accident instance delimits the scenario.


The extension of categorization depends entirely on the mode of category clustering.


4.3 Clarification of the elements required for accessing  scenarios


The protocol analysis enabled us to clarify fundamental elements for designing consensus
scenarios: the description logic, the description language and the multiple representations to
write the scenarios.


These elements give access to the consensual categories.  It is consequently advisable to
define the means needed to translate these elements into a form readable and comprehensible
for the end-users.  An ontology was conceived in order to associate the tasks of the experts
with their types of expertise in order to determine the useful representations. The description
logic is also dependent on the chosen representation. We built a terminology from two
corpora of accident scenarios (pedestrians, open-country) to make it possible to understand
the terms employed by the researchers.


The description logic


The research about expert activities [Bourgine 1989, Gobbo and Chi, 1986.] has shown that
expertise comes into the picture not only to modify the abstraction level of categories but also
leads to a deeper reorganization of category structure in building hierarchies from different
principles. The generic scenario organization relies clearly upon the basic representation level.
For consensus scenarios, clustering is made according to the mode chosen by the end-user. A
presentation of  the different clustering organization (flat or hierarchical) ways is explicitly
provided by means of examples for the various kinds of logic available.


The description language


The description language of the scenarios is common to all researchers.  We thus built a
terminology of the field which can allow the writing of new consensual scenarios.  The







construction of this terminology fits in the framework of the theoretical and methodological
proposals formulated during TIA conference [ Bourigault and Al,1999 ].  We went from the
text down to the terms.  A set of terms denotes a concept which is here centered on accident
analysis.  The terms selected and described are verbs because they are predominant in  the
expert’s description as stable action descriptor.  The result of the terminology description can
take several forms such as a tree structure for terms or a flat table of terms with their related
definitions.


The corpus used to build the terminology consists of a set of scenarios concerned with
pedestrians.  The analysis of this corpus was carried out manually. We extracted the relevant
verbs.  We structured this terminology, respecting the two great phases required by the
construction of a terminology [ Daugan and al., 1994 ].  The verbs were first of all extracted
from a relevant corpus for the application. Then we added semantic links in order to obtain a
more complex terminological network.  Thus, the verbs are typified according to the
situations in which they appear and are directly related to the sequential and functional
models.


Multiple representations


In the prototype theory [ Rosch, 1978;  Dubois D., 1991; Kleiber G., 1990], the concepts are
organized according to a basic level, an on-ordered level and an under-ordered level.  The
basic level is the operational level of the concept.  It evolves according to the expertise
because of the purposes required by the tasks to which the individuals are confronted.


In the case of the scenarios, the textual and diagrammatic representations are both at the basic
level but serve different purposes.  Thus, rather than choose a single representation for the
consensus scenarios, we worked out a textual representation and a diagrammatic
representation.  The drawing representation is associated to these two representations, for it
gives important information on the maneuver.  The textual representations of the consensus
scenarios are mitigated and consequently more synthetic since description moves away from
the cases.  A list of accident factors is preserved, the explanatory elements are gummed. The
diagrammatic representations are little transformed. They can sometimes be enriched by the
introduction of accident factors.
During this study another representation named “critical path” has been designed. It is based
on the domain models and on the established terminology. It constitutes a means to clarify the
implicit knowledge used for analyzing accidents.
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The critical path contains the terms used both in scenarios and accidents. For that reason, it is
suitable for different uses (diagnosis, analysis, creation). Although this representation is based
on parts of existing models, it is new in the accidentology field.


5- Conclusion


For INRETS, the need to effectively develop a corporate memory which already exists
(mostly in paper form) and which is already structured, excluded the choice of a simple
document archiving even if the documents were easily accessible and shared. Indeed, in
addition to a specific terminology, this memory encapsulates knowledge and modes of
analysis established during many years of know-how. This is why a thorough analysis of these
concepts and these modes was necessary and could not be made without resorting to the
analysis of a consensual co-operative activity. The notion of critical path and the scenario
editor constitute a core concept and a central tool to manage the corporate memory of the MA
department dynamically.


The resulting tool, intended to make this memory evolve is thus more than a simple repository
for these data.  It must have properties which enable it to enrich this memory starting from the
corpora of existing scenarios. The construction of a terminology of the field was essential to
allow the end-users to grasp the meaning of the terms commonly used. Ontology explicits the
relations binding knowledge inside the scenarios and is connected to the various elements
useful for the tasks carried out by the experts.
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� �����!�This paper discusses what are the most suitable agent
architectures and interaction protocols to implement a multi-
agent system for the management of a corporate memory helping
the users into two main tasks: the insertion of new documents
and the retrieval of information. Moreover, the paper presents a
software framework called JADE (Java Agent Development
Environment), and shows how it can be used to develop the
agent architectures and interaction protocols we need to realise
such a multi-agent system. These guidelines should be token in
account during the realisation of such a system we are
developing together some other research centres inside the
European Commission IST project “CoMMA - Corporate
Memory Management through Agents”.
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A corporate memory is defined in [21] as an “explicit,
disembodied, persistent representation of knowledge and
information in an organisation, in order to facilitate its access
and reuse by members of the organisation, for their tasks”.


In order to realise such kind of system, some recent works
shown that organisations can take advantages of internet and
intranet technologies and of agents. Internet and intranet
technologies simplify the diffusion of knowledge. In fact, the
Web can serve as a basis to distribute information in a uniform
way independently of the way the information is stored [6,9,21].
Agents can help the user supporting retrieval of the relevant
information from the corporate memory and adapting the
interaction with the system to the user’s preferences [2].


In this paper, we discusses what are the most suitable agent
architectures and interaction protocols to implement a multi-
agent system for the management of a corporate memory we are
developing together some other research centres inside the
European Community IST project “CoMMA - Corporate
Memory Management through Agents” [5]. Moreover, the paper
presents a software framework called JADE (Java Agent
Development Environment), and shows how it can be used to
develop the agent architectures and interaction protocols we
need to realise such a multi-agent system.


1 Dipartimento di Ingegneria dell’Informazione, University of Parma,
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The corporate memory management multi-agent system we are
developing should help the user in three main tasks: the XML
annotation and insertion of new documents and the search of
documents, and should autonomously push her/him information
about new interesting documents.


To perform these tasks, the system needs five categories of
agents:
- a set of Interface Agent (IAs), one for each user, operating as


personal assistant guiding its user both in the search of
documents in the corporate memory and in the insertion of
new documents in the corporate memory;


- a set of User Profile Agents (UPAs) managing user profiles
and driving information pushing;


- a set of Document Ontology Agent (DOAs) managing
document ontologies used to annotate documents;


- a set of Search Agent (SAs) searching documents in the
corporate memory;


- a set of Archivist Agents (AAs) storing documents in the
corporate memory.


Other kinds of agents as, for example, Directory Facilitators,
Mediators and Resources Managers might be present.


The XML annotation and insertion of new documents can be
described as follows. At the beginning of the XML annotation
the IA negotiates with the DOAs which of them will help it to
guide the user in the annotation. During the annotation of a
document, the IA changes information with the user’s UPA
receiving information to prevent user’s actions and sending
information about what the user really do. Finally, when the
annotation is finished and the document is ready to be stored the
IA negotiates with the AAs which of them will store the
document. Note that each user has a fixed UPA because the IA
negotiates its help after user’s registration.


The search of documents can be described as follows. At the
IA negotiates with the DOAs which of them will help it to guide
the user to build the query. During the generation of the query,
the IA changes information with the user’s UPA receiving
information to prevent user’s action and sending information
about what the user really do. Finally, when the query is ready to
be executed the IA negotiates with the SAs which of them will
search the document. The SA agent tries to directly execute the
user’s query, if the query has not results, the SA negotiates with
the DOAs which of them will help it to refine the query.
Moreover, the SA can use the partial results of the query
execution to build new queries (e.g., if the query is “find all the







documents whose author is Mayer and whose topic is agent
systems” and the SA finds only a document about it where
Mayer is one of the authors, then this SA refines the query,
adding the other authors of the found document as possible
alternative to Mayer, executes the new query adding its results to
first found document). After that the SA gives the results to the
IA that, helped by user’s UPA, orders the results and presents
them to the user.


If the corporate memory is distributed, the IA negotiates with
the SAs which of them will search the document, but the chosen
SA builds a team of SAs (one for each memory node), searches
in a node of the corporate memory delegating the search in the
other nodes to the other team members. At the end, it collects
their results and then sends the results to the IA. In this case, a
SA might work independently from the other SAs involved in
the search; however, they may co-operate to improve the search.
They may co-operate in the generation of a common global
query. For example, if all the team members start the search with
the user query, but none of them succeeds in finding enough
information, they can refine the query using both the DOAs help
and the information of the partial results, and then they can
propagate the new query to the other team members (e.g., if the
query is “find all the documents whose author is Mayer and
whose topic is agent systems” and only an SA finds a document
about it where Mayer is one of the authors, then this SA refines
the query adding the other authors of the found document as
possible alternative to Mayer, executes the new query and
informs the other team members about this new opportunity).


)LJXUH� �� Graphical description of the interactions among the agents
during the annotation and insertion, search and pushing tasks.


The pushing of documents is driven by:
- unsatisfied user’s requests (i.e., a user is not satisfied by the


result of a query),
- a persistent user’s requests (i.e., a user subscribes herself to a


specific interest), or
- a foreseeable interest (i.e., the UPA reasoning on its users


profiles determinates that some of the new information might
be of great interest to an its user).


This task can be described as follows. When an AA stores a
new document in the corporate memory, it informs the UPAs.
These agents check the unsatisfied and persistent users requests
and, if the document do not satisfy such requests for some users,


the UPAs reason on their profile to check if this document might
be of interest for their users. When the IA informs its UPA that
the user enters the system, the UPA sends to the IA the
information about the new documents that might be of interest to
its user.
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The first step to realise such a multi-agent system is to choose
some appropriate agent architectures for the different types of
agent the management of our corporate memory needs. This
choice is done through an analysis of the agent types involved in
the management of the corporate memory on the basis of the
weak notion of agent [24], and through an analysis of the most
known agent architecture models.


3.1 �������������	�����
��
��


The weak notion of agent characterises an agent through the
following properties:
- autonomy, an agent can operate without the direct


intervention of humans or other agents, and has a complete
control over its action and internal state;


- reactivity, an agent can perceive its environment and
respond in a timely fashion according to changes that occur
within that environment;


- pro-activity, an agent does not simply act in response to its
environment, but it is able to exhibit opportunistic, goal
directed behaviour by taking the initiative where
appropriate;


- social ability, an agent can interact with other agents and,
possibly, with humans in order to performs its activities.


IAs,  DOAs and AAs are autonomous, reactive and social, but
they are not pro-active. In fact, all of them operate without the
direct intervention of humans or other agents, react to the stimuli
of the environment (i.e., the other agents and humans), interact
with other agents and the IAs with humans too, but none of them
show a goal oriented behaviour.


UPAs and SAs show all the properties of the weak notion of
agent. In fact, a UPA starts pushing actions and a SA builds a
team and modifies user queries with the goal to satisfy user
interests. Moreover, a UPA shows additional properties that is
the capability to learn user profiles: it builds user profiles from
the information received by the IAs and uses such profiles to
drive the IAs actions.


3.2 ��������	
��������������


The weak notion of agent can be used to classify agent
architecture models too. In fact, while some of these models are
designed to offer complete reactive, pro-active and social agents,
other models are oriented to offer task-oriented agents showing
the balance among reactivity, pro-activity and social ability it
needs to perform a particular kind of tasks.


We consider three main classes of agent architectures:
reactive architectures, Belief-Desire-Intention architectures and
layered architectures.


Reactive architectures do not have any internal, symbolic
models of their environment, and they act using a
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stimulus/response type of behaviour by responding to the present
state of the environment in which they are embedded [4,10].


The behaviour of such architectures can be described through
two functions. The first function, called ���, maps input data
from the environment to perceptions. The second function,
called ������, maps perceptions to actions. Figure 2 shows a
schematic diagram describing the behaviour of such architecture.


)LJXUH��� Schematic diagram of a reactive architecture.


The big advantage of reactive architectures is simplicity,
however they have two main disadvantages: they cannot be pro-
active because of their stimulus/response behaviour and they
cannot learn from experience because of they have not an
internal state.


Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) architectures represent a
system as a rational agent having certain mental attitudes of
beliefs, desires, and intentions representing respectively the
information, motivational and deliberative states of the system.
These mental attitudes determine the system’s behaviour and are
critical for achieving adequate or optimal performance when
deliberation is subject to resource bounds [3,18,22].


)LJXUH��� Schematic diagram of BDI architecture.


The behaviour of such architectures can be described through
five functions. The first function, called ���, maps input data
from the environment to perceptions. The second function,
called ��	�, builds a set of new beliefs on the basis of current sets
of perceptions and beliefs. The third function, called �
�����,
maps the new set of beliefs and the current set of intentions in a
set of desires. The forth function, called �����, updates the set of
intentions on the basis of the previous set of intentions and the
current sets of beliefs and desires. The fifth function, called
������, maps intentions to actions. Figure 3 shows a schematic
diagram describing the behaviour of such an architecture.


BDI architectures are attractive for two main reasons. The
first reason is that its behaviour is intuitive for humans. The
second reason is that they present a clear functional
decomposition indicating what sorts of subsystems might be
required to build an agent. The main problem is to realise an
efficient implementation.


Given the requirement that an agent should be capable of
reactive and pro-active behaviour, an obvious decomposition
involved the use of two separate subsystems to deal with these


two different behaviours. This idea leads naturally to a class of
architectures, called layered architectures in which the various
subsystems are arranged into a hierarchy of interacting layers.


Layered architectures are divided in two subclasses:
horizontal and vertical layered architectures. In horizontally
layered architectures, the software layers are each directly
connected to the sensory input and action output [4]. In vertically
layered architectures sensory input and action output are each
dealt with by at most one layer each. In particular, vertically
layered architectures are divided into one pass control and two
pass control architectures. In one pass control architectures,
control flows sequentially through each layer until the final layer
generates action output [11]. In two pass control architectures,
information flows up the architecture and then control flows
back down. Figure 4 shows the schematic diagrams of three
main categories of layered architectures [20].


)LJXUH� �� Schematic diagrams of three main categories of layered
architectures: a) a horizontally layered architecture, b) an one pass
control vertically layered architecture and c) a two pass control vertically
layered architecture.


The great advantage of horizontally layered architectures is
their conceptual simplicity to build an agent that exhibits some
different types of behaviour. The problem is when these
behaviours are in competition for some resources or to perform
actions. In this case, it is necessary to introduce a mediator that
implements a central control, but also introduces a bottleneck
into the agent behaviour. Vertically layered architectures have
not the problem of the central control and the way to pass control
and information presents some similarities with the way that
organisations work, but has a limited flexibility because control
must pass between each different layer.


3.3 ��������	
��������


At this point, we have the information to choose the most
appropriate architecture for the different agent types we need in
the multi-agent system for corporate memory management.


)LJXUH� �� Schematic diagrams of a “reactive with state” layer of a
horizontally layered architecture.


IAs,  DOAs and AAs are not pro-active and the tasks they
must perform can be easily defined eliminating possible conflicts
on actions and resources. Therefore, a reactive and horizontally
layered architecture, where each layer is dedicated to the
execution of a particular task of the agent, seems to be the most
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appropriate. However, it is not possible to use a purely reactive
architecture because the execution of some tasks is influenced by
history.  Then, we can realise each layer extending the reactive
architecture model to manage agent state: the behaviour of each
layer, we call “reactive with state” layer, can be described
through three functions. The first function, called ���, maps
input data from the environment to perceptions. The second
function, called ��	�, builds the new agent state on the basis of
the current agent state and perceptions Finally, the third called
������, maps action state to actions. Figure 5 shows a schematic
diagram describing the behaviour of a “reactive with state” layer.


UPAs and SAs are pro-active; therefore a BDI or a vertically
layered architecture seem to be the most appropriate
architectures. From a first analysis, it seems that the tasks these
agents must perform can be easily defined limiting the possible
conflicts on actions and resources. Therefore, the BDI
architecture seems to have some advantages because with few
conflicts among agent tasks the work mainly consists in the
mapping of agent tasks in agent intentions. However, the use of a
vertically layered architecture is also possible with the limited
effort to decompose the tasks on the basis of the competence of
the different layers.


Some of the tasks that UPAs and SAs must perform are
reactive. One of BDI architecture limits is that tasks performing
agent intentions are executed by monolithic processes.
Therefore, a BDI architecture does not optimally support
reactivity, in a sense that it does not provide mechanisms
allowing, for example, to recognise emergency situation in time
and to stop current task to start the task managing this
emergency, but delegates the implementation of such
mechanisms within the individual tasks realising agent intention.
This is not a big problem, because the reactive tasks performed
by UPAs and SAs do not manage emergency situations and so
they can wait for the end of the running task without any
problem for the agent.


-� ��)#$��#$)���$�%#���%$%�%.�
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The second step to realise the multi-agent system for corporate
memory management is to identify the different types of
protocols that allow the interaction between the agents of the
system. The simplest protocols come from concurrency and
distributed systems research; the others mainly come from
distributed artificial intelligence research. From the task
description of section 2, we identified three protocols of the first
class: request, query and subscription protocols, and two of the
second class: contract net and partial global planning protocols.


Request and query protocols are usually the simplest and the
most used protocols in an agent system and respectively allow an
agent to request the execution of an action or to request some
information to another agent. In this case, the protocol is based
on two agents exchanging two messages: an agent sends a
request/query message and the other agent replies a response
message.


Subscription protocol allows an agent to receive
automatically some kinds of information from another agent
when they become available to this agent. In this case, the
protocol is based on two agents and a sequence of messages: an


agent sends a subscription message, the other agent sends an
����� message when it acquires new information related to the
subscription and, finally, the first agent sends a message to
remove its subscription.


In our multi-agent system the subscription protocol is used by
UPAs that subscribe themselves to IAs and AAs respectively to
receive information about user actions and to receive
information about the new documents.


Contract net protocol allows an agent, called manager, to
assign a task to one among a set of agents, called contractors,
through a negotiation [23]. In this case, the following steps can
describe the protocol:
- the manager announces a task to be performed to the


potential contractors;
- the contractors respond either declining the offer or


proposing a bid;
- the manager awards a contract to a contractor;
- the contract accepts the contract;
- the contract reports the results of the tasks.


In our multi-agent system the all the agents use the contract
net protocol. In particular, IAs and SAs act as managers and
UPAs, DOAs and AAs act as contractors.


Partial global planning protocol allows to build a global plan
starting from the partial plans that a set of agents can
independently generate [8]. In this case the protocol can be
described by:
- an initial step, in which each agent sends a partial plan to the


other agents, and
- an iterative step, in which each agent build a partial global


plan and sends it to the other agents; the iteration ends when
all the agents converge to the same partial global plan.


In our multi-agent system, if the corporate memory is
distributed, the partial global planning protocol is used by SAs
that build a global query from the partial queries generated by
the different SAs.


/� ��)#$����,�$)�$'�)���#&
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The realisation of such a multi-agent system will be simplified
through the use of an agent-oriented development environment.


5.2 1�&)


JADE (Java Agent Development Environment) is a software
framework to make easy the development of agent applications
in compliance with the FIPA specifications [12] for
interoperable intelligent multi-agent systems [1]. JADE is an
Open Source project, and the complete system can be
downloaded from JADE Home Page [15]. The goal of JADE is
to simplify development while ensuring standard compliance
through a comprehensive set of system services and agents. To
achieve such a goal, JADE offers the following list of features to
the agent programmer:
� FIPA-compliant Agent Platform, which includes the AMS


(Agent Management System), the default DF (Directory
Facilitator), and the ACC (Agent Communication Channel).
All these three agents are automatically activated at the
agent platform start-up.







� Distributed agent platform. The agent platform can be split
on several hosts. Only one Java application, and therefore
only one Java Virtual Machine, is executed on each host.
Agents are implemented as one Java thread and Java events
are used for effective and lightweight communication
between agents on the same host. Parallel tasks can be still
executed by one agent, and JADE schedules these tasks in a
co-operative way.


� A number of FIPA-compliant additional DFs (Directory
Facilitator) can be started at run time in order to build
multi-domain environments, where a domain is a logical set
of agents, whose services are advertised through a common
facilitator.


� Java API to send/receive messages to/from other agents;
ACL messages are represented as ordinary Java objects.


� FIPA97-compliant IIOP protocol to connect different agent
platforms.


� Lightweight transport of ACL messages inside the same
agent platform, as messages are transferred encoded as Java
objects, rather than strings, in order to avoid marshalling
and unmarshalling procedures.


� Library of FIPA interaction protocols ready to be used.
� Graphical user interface to manage several agents and agent


platforms from the same agent. The activity of each
platform can be monitored and logged. All life cycle
operations on agents (creating a new agent, suspending or
terminating an existing agent, etc.) can be performed
through this administrative GUI.


The JADE system can be described from two different points
of view. On the one hand, JADE is a runtime system for FIPA-
compliant Multi Agent Systems, supporting application agents
whenever they need to exploit some feature covered by the FIPA
standard specification (message passing, agent life-cycle
management, etc.). On the other hand, JADE is a Java
framework for developing FIPA-compliant agent applications,
making FIPA standard assets available to the programmer
through object oriented abstractions. In this paper, we centre the
discussion on the second aspect. A detailed discussion about the
first aspect can be found in [1].


5.2 1�&)�����������


JADE can be seen as a software framework for agent-based
applications, with application programmers concentrating
themselves on writing agents and on specifying each agent role
within the agent society. Since complex tasks in multi agent
systems are usually tackled using collaboration among many
agents, a single agent is typically a strongly cohesive piece of
software. On the other hand, asynchronous message passing with
pull consumer messaging model grants a very loose coupling
between different agents. Furthermore, no implementation
inheritance (and no code reuse) is considered when dealing with
software agents. In this way, software agents bear strong
resemblance with actors, and indeed JADE execution model has
its roots in actor languages.


The abstraction used to model agent tasks is the ��������:
each JADE agent holds a collection of behaviours which are
scheduled and executed to carry on agent duties. Behaviours
represent logical threads of a software agent implementation.
According to ������� ������ design pattern [19], every JADE
agent runs in its own Java thread, thereby satisfying autonomy


property; instead, in order to keep small the number of threads
required to run an agent platform, all agent behaviours are
executed co-operatively within a single Java thread. So, JADE
uses a ������
������� execution model with co-operative intra-
agent scheduling.


Using a single Java thread to handle multiple agent
behaviours needs some sort of scheduling policy. JADE relies on
a �����
������� ����������� ��� ��
� ��� ���� ������, in which all
agent behaviours are run from a single stack frame without
context saving (�����
�������������) and a behaviour continues to
run until it returns from its main function and cannot be pre-
empted by other behaviours (����
�����������������); of course
ordinary pre-emption is still active between different agent
threads and among JADE system threads: co-operative
scheduling is strictly an intra-agent policy.


Using co-operative behaviours to model multiple agent
conversation is a lightweight approach to concurrency, trying to
achieve low latency by working entirely in user space. Similar
techniques are customary in modern high performance network
protocols and messaging libraries [7]. Besides, JADE model is
an effort to provide fine-grained parallelism on coarser grained
hardware. A likewise, stack based execution model is followed
by Illinois Concert runtime system [17]; willing to provide a
runtime environment for parallel object oriented languages,
Concert can execute concurrent method calls optimistically on
the stack, reverting to real thread spawning only when the
method is about to block, saving the context for the current call
only when forced to.


However, Concert system relies on compiler support to select
concurrency strategy (really parallel or lazily stack based) and to
save method context when needed. On the other hand, JADE is
not a new language but a Java development framework: saving
the context when an agent behaviour is blocking would put an
heavy burden on JADE users, because they should write state
saving code themselves, since no compiler would be going to
write it for them.


Choosing not to save behaviour execution context means that
agent behaviours start from the beginning every time they are
scheduled for execution and local variables are reset every time.
So, behaviour specific state that must be retained across multiple
executions is to be stored into behaviour instance variables. A
general rule for transforming an ordinary Java method into a
JADE behaviour is the following:
���  ��� ���� ������� ���!� ����� ��� ������� "����� ������ �������


�������������
#��  ��� ������� ������ ��������� ����� ��������� ��������


���������
$�� ���� ���� ��������� ������� ��� ������ ��������� ����� �����


�����������
�
The above guidelines apply the ����������� ������%�� [16] to


agent methods, according to &������ design pattern [13]; an
agent behaviour object reifies both a method and a separate
thread executing it. While reification yields enhanced flexibility
in task scheduling and execution, it often results in verbose
program text (a problem commonly encountered in reflective
code, too). A whole new class must be written and instantiated
for each agent behaviour, and this can easily lead to programs
hard to understand and maintain. JADE application programmers
can compensate for this shortcoming using Java ����!����
'����&������; this language feature is similar to Smalltalk code
blocks and makes the amount of code necessary for defining an







agent behaviour only slightly higher than for writing a single
Java method.


Sometimes real intra-agent multithreading may seem
unavoidable: for example, an agent acting as a wrapper onto a
DBMS could issue multiple queries in parallel, or an agent might
want to block on a stream or socket while still being able to
engage in ordinary conversations. Really, this kind of problems
occur only when an agent must interact with some non-agent
software; FIPA acknowledges that these are boundary conditions
for the execution model and deals with them in a separate part of
the standard (namely, FIPA part 1 is about agent management
and FIPA part 3 deals with external, non-agent software).


JADE ������
������� execution model can deal alone with
all the most common situations involving only agents: this is
because every JADE agent owns a single message queue from
which all ACL messages are to be retrieved. Having multiple
threads but a single mailbox would bring no benefit in message
dispatching, since all the threads would still have to synchronise
on the shared mailbox. On the other hand, when writing agent
wrappers for non-agent software, there can be many interesting
events from the environment beyond ACL message arrivals.
Therefore, application developers are free to choose whatever
concurrency model they feel is needed for their particular
wrapper agent; ordinary Java threading is still possible from
within an agent behaviour, as long as appropriate
synchronisation is used.


5.3 '�
��� �	�
�������� �
���������2������
The developer who wants to implement an agent must extend the
����� class and implement the agent-specific tasks by writing
one or more �������� subclasses, instantiate them and add the
behaviour objects to the agent. User defined agents inherit from
the ����� class the basic capability of registering and
deregistering with their platform and a basic set of methods that
can be called to implement the custom behaviour of the agent
(e.g. send and receive ACL messages, use standard interaction
protocols, register with several domains). Moreover, user agents
inherits from their ����� superclass two methods:
�����������(��������) and �������������(��������),
which allow managing the behaviour list of the agent.


JADE contains ready made behaviours for the most common
tasks in agent programming, such as sending and receiving
messages and structuring complex tasks as aggregations of
simpler ones. For example, JADE offers a so-called
*����������� that allows full integration with JESS [14]. JESS
is a scripting environment for rule programming written in Java
offering an engine using the Rete algorithm to process rules.
Therefore, while JADE provides the shell of the agent and
guarantees the FIPA compliance, JESS allows using rule-
oriented programming to define agent behaviours and exploiting
its engine to execute them.


�������� is an abstract class that provides the skeleton of the
elementary task to be performed. It exposes three methods: the
������() method, representing the "true" task to be accomplished
by the specific behaviour classes; the ����() method, used by the
agent scheduler, that must return ��� when the behaviour has
finished and can be removed from the queue, ����� when the
behaviour has not yet finished and the ������() method must be
executed again; the ����() method, used to restart a behaviour
from the beginning.


Because of the non pre-emptive multitasking model chosen
for agent behaviours, agent programmers must avoid to use
endless loops and even to perform long operations within
������() methods. This is because when some behaviour’s
������() is running no other behaviour can proceed until the end
of the method (of course this is true only with respect to
behaviours of the same agent: behaviours of other agents run in
different Java threads and can still proceed independently).


Moreover, since no stack context is saved, every time ������()
method is run from the beginning: there is no way to interrupt a
behaviour in the middle of its ������(), yield the CPU to other
behaviours and then start the original behaviour back from where
it left.


For example, suppose a particular operation �
() is too long
to be run in a single step and is therefore broken in three sub-
operations, named �
�(), �
#() and �
$(). To achieve desired
functionality one must call �
�() the first time the behaviour is
run, �
#() the second time and �
$() the third time, after which
the behaviour must be marked as terminated. The code will look
like the following:


public class my3StepBehaviour {
  private int state = 1;
  private boolean finished = false;
  public void action() {
    switch (state) {
      case 1: { op1(); state++; break; }
      case 2: { op2(); state++; break; }
      case 3: { op3(); state = 1;


finished = true; break;
}


    }
  }
public boolean done() {
    return finished;
  }
}


Following this idiom, agent behaviours can be described as
finite state machines, keeping their whole state in their instance
variables.


When dealing with complex agent behaviours (as agent
interaction protocols) using explicit state variables can be
cumbersome; so JADE follows a compositional approach to
allow application developers to build their own behaviours out of
the simpler ones directly provided by the framework. Applying
the &��
����� design pattern [13], &��
��	��������� class is
itself a ��������+� but can have an arbitrary number of sub-
behaviours or �������; this class also defines the two methods
���,����������(��������)� and
�����,����������(��������), allowing to define recursive
aggregations of several sub-behaviours. Since
&��
��	�������� extends ��������, the agent writer has the
possibility to implement a structured tree composed of
behaviours of different kinds (including &��
��	��������s
themselves). The agent scheduler only consider the top-most
tasks for its scheduling policy: during each "time slice" (which,
in practice, corresponds to one execution of the ������() method)
assigned to an agent task only a single subtask is executed. Each
time a top-most task returns, the agent scheduler assigns the
control to the next task in the ready queue.


Besides &��
��	��������, JADE framework defines some
other direct subclasses of ��������: ,��
���������� class can







be used by agent developer to implement atomic steps of the
agent work. A behaviour implemented by a subclass of
,��
���������� is executed by JADE scheduler in a single time
frame. Two more subclasses carry out specific actions:
,������������ and -��������������. Notice that neither of
these classes is abstract, so they can be directly instantiated
passing appropriate parameters to their constructors.
,������������ allows sending a message, while
-�������������� allows receiving a message which can be
matched against a pattern; the behaviour blocks itself (without
stopping all other agent activities) if no suitable messages are
present in the queue.


The two classes &��
��	�������� and ,��
����������
leave to their subclasses the choice of their termination condition
and, for complex behaviours, the actual children scheduling
policy. For atomic behaviours, two subclasses are provided:
���,����������� is an abstract class that models behaviours
that must be executed only once. &!������������ is an abstract
class that models behaviours that never end and must be
executed forever.


&��
��	�������� class fulfils the responsibility of
organising its children, but it defers children scheduling policy to
subclasses; JADE provides ready made subclasses with common
policies, but application programmers are free to implement their
own.


,�%��������������� is a &��
��	�������� that executes its
sub-behaviours sequentially, it blocks when its current child is
blocked and it terminates when all its sub-behaviours are done.


.��/�������������������� is a &��
��	�������� that
executes its children behaviours non-deterministically, it blocks
when all its children are blocked and it terminates when a certain
condition on its sub-behaviours is met. The following conditions
have been implemented: ending when all its sub-behaviours are
done, when anyone among its sub-behaviours terminates or
when al least N sub-behaviours have finished.


JADE recursive aggregation of behaviour objects resembles
the technique used for graphical user interfaces, where every
interface widget can be a leaf of a tree whose intermediate nodes
are special container widgets, with both rendering and children
management features. An important distinction, however, exists:
JADE behaviours are reifications of execution tasks, so task
scheduling and suspension are to be considered, too.


Thinking in terms of software patterns [13], if &��
����� is
the main structural pattern used for JADE behaviours, on the
behavioural side we have &����� ��� -��
���������!: agent
scheduling directly affects only top-level nodes of the behaviour
aggregation tree, but every composite behaviour is responsible
for its children’s scheduling within its time frame. Likewise,
when a behaviour object is blocked or restarted a notification
mechanism built around a bi-directional &��������-��
���������!
scheme provides all necessary event propagation.


5.4 �������
������������


Interaction protocols are used to design agents interaction
providing a sequence of acceptable messages and a semantic for
those messages. FIPA defines a set of general-purpose
interaction protocols that provide a well-known interaction
means to promote the social and cooperative nature of agents.


While each FIPA ACL message kind is given a formal
semantics based on the speech-act theory, this is still not enough


to satisfy the need for sociality of agent systems. This is because
a typical agent interaction encompasses more than a single
message, so more comprehensive abstractions are needed. FIPA
specifications provide this abstractions as a collection of
interaction protocols. When an agent engages in a conversation
according to some interaction protocol, it can play two roles: the
�������� role is the one who creates the conversation, by sending
the first ACL message belonging to the new conversation; the
��
���� role is the one who receives the first ACL message.


5.5 ������������
������
������������


The ��
���%���� protocol allows an agent to request another
agent to perform some action; this is similar to ordinary
request/response protocols used in client/server systems, but
with a significant difference. Since software agents are
autonomous entities, an agent can refuse to perform the
requested action even if able to do so. So, while a client/server
call either succeeds or fails raising an exception, a ��
���%����
interaction can succeed, can fail for a lack of the receiver-agent
capabilities, but can also fail for the unwillingness of the receiver
to perform the task at hand.


The ��
��%��! protocol is to be used to request an agent to
provide some information to the protocol initiator. Since queries
to an agent knowledge are not supposed to interact with external
software systems, the ��
��%��! protocol shares the outcome set
with the ��
���%���� protocol, but has a flat structure.


The ��
���%�����"��� protocol is a variation of the ��
��
�%���� protocol: the initiator agent requests the responder agent
to perform an action in the future, and after an initiator-supplied
precondition is true. At that time the responder agent will try
executing the action and will notify the initiator using an inform
message if the attempt will have succeeded or using a failure
message otherwise.


The ��
������������� protocol is the first of the higher level
FIPA interaction protocols. An agent, called ������, can
initiate a ��
������������� protocol sending a call for proposal,
or ��
, message to a set of other agents; some agents will answer
������������� or ����� and will be discarded, but some others
will hopefully send back a 
�
��� message, declaring their will
to perform the requested action under a constraint set, such as
price, time, or some other kind of constraint. The manager agent
can then evaluate all the proposals and select one among them
according to some criterion.


The ��
��������������������� protocol allows the manager to
incrementally refine its call for proposal until a suitable contract
is made. The only difference with respect to what previously
described is that a manager can refuse all proposals, with ������

�
���� messages, and issue a revised ��
 using the same
conversation identifier.


��
����������������� protocol resembles an auction for selling
goods, led according to English style, using a low initial price
and rising it gradually until no buyer declares its intention to
pay. At that point, the last buyer can, and must, acquire the
goods for sale paying the amount he or she accepted before.


The ��
��������������� protocol realises the Dutch style for
auctions, used for flowers market and working basically the
opposite as the English auction: the auctioneer starts with a price
much higher than the real market value of the goods he or she is
trying to sell, then lowers the price gradually until one of the
buyers accepts the suggested price and buys the goods.







5.6 ���������
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JADE implements the communication policies between agents
by means of protocols defining the set of possible conversations
between the agents, in particular, for every protocol that JADE
supports a couple of classes is provided: one for agents playing
the initiator role and another for responder agents. For each
designed protocol, a semantic is also provided in order to let
third-parties agents interact with the implemented ones. Besides
providing FIPA interaction protocols, JADE allows the
definition of new interaction protocols. However, the user is
suggested to realise interaction protocols as a composition of
FIPA protocols in order to ease their implementation with JADE
and to support inter-operability with other FIPA-compliant
systems.


To show how JADE supports FIPA interaction protocols, the
0�
�-�%����'��������������� class will be used as an example;
this will also give a practical application of JADE concurrency
model. This class must be used by agents willing to start new
��
���%���� conversations, asking some other agent to do
something for them.


Looking at FIPA97 specification, one finds a graphical
representation of the protocol, reported in Figure 6. The white
boxes in the figure represent communicative acts that must be
issued by the initiator agent, whereas the grey ones represent
communicative acts issued by the receiver agent. So, from the
initiator point of view, ACL messages corresponding to white
boxes must be sent and the ones corresponding to grey boxes
must be received. From the figure can also be seen that, after
sending a �%���� message, the initiator can expect either a ����
���������, a ����� or an ����; in the last case, another
message will arrive, i.e. either a ������ (some problem
occurred), or an ����� (in two different flavours for actions
without result and with one).


)LJXUH��� FIPA Request Interaction Protocol


Looking at the documentation of
0�
�-�%����'��������������� class, one finds a constructor
accepting as parameter the ACL �%���� message that will start
the conversation; various abstract methods are provided to
handle the various kinds of messages that can arrive during the
protocol. Application programmers simply write their
subclasses, implementing the abstract methods, named
����������(), ������-�����() and so on. This approach relies
on classic OO techniques such as abstract classes and tries to
present a familiar programming style to application developers,


but the inner workings of 0�
�-�%����'��������������� are a
bit different.


)LJXUH� �� Internal structure of a JADE )LSD5HTXHVW,QLWLDWRU%HKDYLRXU
behaviour object.


This class relies on several private inner classes, which build
an interaction protocol engine based on delegation, fully
exploiting JADE intra-agent concurrency model. Looking again
at Figure 5, the following algorithm can be written:
��� ,���������%�������������
#�� -�����������������
�!���������������
$�� '������������
�!�"����������+�������������������������
�!


��������������
When a complex behaviour is made by a list of steps, JADE


library offers ,�%��������������� class, which
0�
�-�%����'��������������� will be a subclass of. A
,������������ can easily be used to carry out the first step,
while the second one is more interesting.


The second step is a disjunction of three possibilities, seen as
branches in the graph of Figure 6; it completes when any one
among the three events (receiving a �������������, receiving a
����� or receiving an ����) occurs. This observation allows to
exploit the .��/������������������� class to express the three
possible branches as concurrent activities; the non deterministic
behaviour object will be constructed so that it terminates as soon
as one of its children receives something.


A similar approach is followed for the third step, but the
second .��/������������������� object will be added to the
main 0�
�-�%����'��������������� by the handler of the ����
message. All the atomic behaviours are implemented as
,��
���������� subclasses, which first receive their specific
kind of message (using JADE pattern matching capabilities) and
then invoke the handler method ( e.g. ������.��1��������()).
The overall object structure is drawn in Figure 7, showing also
how similar the behaviour structure is to the original protocol
structure in Figure 6.


5.7 '�
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From the previous description, JADE seems be an appropriate
tool to realise our multi-agent system.


In fact, JADE agent model is based on a horizontally layered
architecture, where each behaviour corresponds to a layer.
Therefore, this agent model can directly realise the “reactive
with state” and horizontally layered architecture, we need to
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implement IAs,  DOAs and AAs, if each  behaviour implements
the three functions ���, ��	�, and ������ described in section 3.3.


JADE does not offer a BDI architecture we need to
implement UPAs and SAs; however, a BDI architecture can be
implemented with a limited effort on the top of JADE agent
model through an appropriate composition of a set of behaviours
implementing the different functions defining the BDI
architecture.


Finally, JADE offers an implementation of all the FIPA
interaction protocols. Therefore, all the interaction protocols,
except the partial global planning protocol, come with a limited
effort from JADE. The realisation of the partial global planning
requires a big effort, but can be guided by the implementation of
FIPA interaction protocols.
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On the convergence of core technologies for knowledge
management and organisational memories:


ontologies and experience factories
Yannis Kalfoglou1


Abstract. In this paper we argue for the convergence of core tech-
nologies for knowledge management and organisational memories.
Most of the work reported in the literature regards knowledge man-
agement and organisational memories as intertwined areas. How-
ever, the technologies used to implement and support them are not
treated in the same fashion. Usually, they are conceived, developed,
and deployed separately. This prevents us from fully exploiting their
strength. We identify two such technologies in this paper: ontologies
and experience factories, originating in these different communities.
We elaborate on their strengths as potential core technologies and
show, through an example case, how their convergence could be of
mutual benefit. We generalise the approach and speculate on the im-
pact of such convergence in the broader context of knowledge man-
agement and organisational memories.


1 Motivation


Nowadays, we are witnessing increasing interest in knowledge
management(hereafter, KM), and organisational memories(hereafter,
OMs). The former refers to: “the formal management of knowledge
for facilitating creation, access, and reuse of knowledge”([35]). The
latter aims to provide the means for storing, retrieving and distribut-
ing knowledge from an organisation’s repositories. The goal of OMs
is to preserve knowledge whereas KM aims to develop and deploy
knowledge. Clearly these two areas are intertwined and centred upon
the enhancement of an organisation’s competitiveness by improving
the way it manages its knowledge.


There are various ways of implementing KM systems in an or-
ganisation as well as technologies for supporting OMs development.
Ontologies and experience factories have been studied as the means
to support KM and OMs, respectively. Ontologies were originally in-
vestigated in the Artificial Intelligence(hereafter, AI) community as a
way to represent consensual knowledge about a domain of interest in
reusable and sharable formats. On the other hand, experience factor-
ies, studied in the Software Engineering(hereafter, SE) community,
have been explored as the means to promote and manage experiences
collected throughout the life-cycle of a software project. Recently,
both they have begun to applied in KM and OMs as core technolo-
gies to support their implementation. O’Leary investigates the role
of ontologies in KM systems and argues that: “a KM system de-
pends on ontologies to facilitate communication between its multiple
users and links between multiple knowledge bases”([35]). Similarly,
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experience factories and their constituents, experience bases, have
been applied as an OM to support exchange of experiences(see, for
example, [6]).


Despite the fact that KM and OMs are intertwined the technolo-
gies that are employed to implement them are developed and applied
separately. For example, most of applications of ontologies do not
mention nor use any kind of organisational framework(i.e., in the
form of an OM), but merely are deployed in order to achieve know-
ledge sharing and reuse benefits. In the same line, experience factor-
ies amid their successful implementations as OMs, do not employ
particular types of ontologies, or even when they do these are often
distant from the ontologies reported in the AI literature. This prevent
us from exploiting the full potential of these two core technologies.


In this paper we argue for their convergence in order to exploit
their potential more fully: knowledge sharing and reuse achieved by
deploying ontologies could improve the development and deploy-
ment of KM, whereas the presence of an OM, in the form of an
experience factory, could allow us better to organise, characterise,
and store ontologies.


O’Leary argued in [36] for the need to “convert individual know-
ledge to group-available knowledge”. This converting process re-
quires knowledge sharing and collection in a form that can be gener-
ated and reused. The author refers to this as the knowledge harvest-
ing, which “must identify knowledge that it desirable to share, worth
converting, and usable by others”([36]). In this paper we paraphrase
the above definition in the context of ontologies as follows:
Ontology harvesting must identify ontologies that are desirable to
share, worth converting, and usable by others.


We argue that this harvesting process can be accomplished by em-
ploying OMs technologies, such as experience factories.


In section 2 we review the role of ontologies in KM and sup-
port our claim that they are a core technology to achieve KM goals
which we identify in that section. Experience factories could effect-
ively support OMs as we describe in section 3. These two technolo-
gies, however, should complement each other and we elaborate on an
example case in section 4 where we employed experience factories
to support ontologies deployment. We generalise the approach and
speculate on the convergence of ontologies and experience factories
in section 5. We conclude the paper in section 6.


2 Ontologies in support of KM


Many researchers are investigating the role of ontologies in KM. Re-
cently, the reports of O’Leary in [36] and of Benjamins and col-
leagues in [11], summarise the contributions made and give us an







insight for their potential. O’Leary describes uses of ontologies in
KM systems with example cases drawn from the private sector, in
particular consulting firms([36]). In [11], Benjamins and colleagues
argue for an ontology-based KM which results in an intelligent ac-
cess to knowledge assets as they shown in an example case of KM in
a virtual organisation.


We briefly recapitulate here the conclusions drawn in these reports
and we also mention additional efforts from the ontology community
to achieve effective KM. First, we identify areas of KM where onto-
logies are suitable for exploitation. In a review of KM systems([35]),
O’Leary identified three factors that lead organisations to use KM.
These were classified as environmental pressures imposed by the in-
creasingly competitive global market place, technological advance-
ments arising from recent developments in Internet technology, and
the ability to create valuable information by converting individually
available knowledge into group or organisationally available know-
ledge. Whereas the environmental pressures and technological ad-
vancements give an organisation the reason and the means to pursue
KM activities, creating valuable information is the goal of KM.


The latter is achieved by the converting and connecting pro-
cesses as identified in [36]. These are summarised as follows: convert
(i)individual to group knowledge, (ii)data to knowledge, (iii)text to
knowledge, and connect (iv)people to knowledge, (v)knowledge to
knowledge, (vi)people to people, and (vii)knowledge to people. We
argue that ontologies are present in most of these processes, either
by playing a major role or by supplying the supporting infrastructure
that helps an organisation to implement them. In the following para-
graph we mention indicative examples from the ontology research
literature to justify this claim. A complete listing is out of the scope
of this paper which is to investigate the potential of convergence of
KM and OMs technologies. However, we point the interested reader
to field reviews in [44],[13],[22], and [25].


In particular, ontologies provide part of the infrastructure for con-
version processes(i to iii as listed above) and play a major role in the
connection activities(iv to vii as listed above). Conversion processes
(i) seem to benefit more from the presence of ontologies as this is
the underlying principle in their construction. Methodological([44])
and collaborative approaches([40],[10]) in ontology building, con-
vert individual to group knowledge in the form of an ontology. Pro-
cesses (ii) and (iii) use other AI technology like data and text min-
ing techniques with ontologies being the guide to the ‘right’ data or
text repository([16]). Ontologies are more active in the connecting
processes. Process (iv) is concerned with the so called, ‘pull’ tech-
nology, which aims at pulling knowledge residing in vast reposit-
ories to people. The means which used to pull that knowledge are,
mainly, search engines and intelligent agents. Examples of ontology
use in this area are given in [32] and [24]. Process (v) actually high-
lights the main contribution of ontologies: enabling communication
and interoperability between systems. The best way to cite indicat-
ive work here is to point to reviews and collections such as [44] and
[23]. Process (vi) is not directly related to ontologies as it is more
concerned with technological means such as Intranets. However, we
should mention the work on collaboration and discussion aided by
ontologies([39]). In contrast with process (iv), process (vii) is con-
cerned with ‘push’ technology. Means to achieve this are designated
systems that focus on content and push knowledge to the user instead
of waiting for the user to pull out that knowledge. As in (iv), onto-
logies play a major role here since they are concerned with content
and semantically enriched information. Example uses are described
in [19] and [16].


We now return to the conclusions drawn in the two reports men-


tioned above([36] and [11]). In [36], O’Leary argued for a number of
factors that drive the need for ontologies in KM. In brief, these are:
formation of discussion groups on particular topics of interests, im-
proved search capabilities by semantically-enriched query/answering
facilities, filtering facilities to capture the desired knowledge, reusab-
ility of artefacts, and enabling communication between different sys-
tems and/or people by using an interlingua. In the other report([11]),
Benjamins and colleagues argued that four basic activities of KM,
namely, knowledge gathering, organisation and structuring, refine-
ment, and distribution could be effectively supported by ontologies
as they shown in their report with the use of ontologies in each of
these activities.


3 Experience factories in support of OMs


While in the area of KM, as we saw in the previous section, onto-
logies have being acknowledged by many as a core technology to
support KM, there is no such distinguishable technology in OMs.
A reason for this may be the variety of activities that OMs are
concerned with. For example, Reimer defines OMs as: “the means
by which knowledge from the past is brought to bear on present
activities, thus resulting in higher or lower levels of organisational
effectiveness”([37]). Its purpose, Reimer continues, is to “ensure co-
herence between organisational units, coherence between cooperat-
ing companies, secure knowledge, and provide knowledge”. There is
no single technology that can accommodate all those activities and
recent implementations combine several. For example, Abecker and
colleagues identified potential research areas that contribute to OMs
implementation([1]).


Figure 1. Main experience factory tasks and experience base
architecture(adopted from [4]).


However, there is an area of research, stemming from the SE com-
munity, which is being promoted as a potential candidate for imple-
menting OMs. This is the area of experience factories2. These were
first investigated in the context of the TAME project([9]), and further
generalised in the early nineties([8]) as the means to promote reuse
of “all-kinds” of artefacts in an organisation. In figure 1, we illustrate


2 In the SE literature, it is also referred to as “experience management” or
“experienceware”.







the main experience factory tasks and an experience base architec-
ture, taken directly from [4]. The core of an experience factory is the
experience base which acts as the OM. The key idea is to install an
OM to support exchange of all kinds of experiences in the life cycle
of a software project. The main focus of an experience factory is to
support ‘learning from experience’ on a technology-independent or-
ganisational level. An experience factory stores the collected exper-
iences in an experience base. In [5], it was argued that Case-Based
Reasoning(hereafter, CBR) plays an important role in the experience
factory paradigm. As CBR provides both the technology and a meth-
odology for ‘learning from experience’ in the context of case-based
knowledge systems([3]), it was natural to use it for implementing
continuous learning in an experience factory style. In [4], Althoff
and colleagues deployed CBR to manage the retrieval and adaptation
of experiences in an experience factory.


The value of a repository of cases is also acknowledged by KM
researchers as O’Leary writes with respect to the conversion of in-
dividual to group available knowledge: “Although individuals might
have generic knowledge to contribute, case histories are particularly
robust”([35]). Such repositories of cases are suitable for applying
CBR techniques which provide the means for retrieval and adapta-
tion.


As in KM systems, ontologies also found in OMs implementa-
tions, as for example in [2]. Reimer elaborates on a generic archi-
tecture for OM which “[. . . ]provides content description that uses a
domain ontology to refer to such knowledge areas as employee skills,
company regulations, office tasks, organisational structure, products,
marketing channels, etc.”([37]). Liao and colleagues describe the use
of ontologies for knowledge retrieval in OMs([31]). Recently, work
has begun to integrate ontologies and experience factories, mainly in
the SE community ([41]). In the next section, we argue for the bene-
fits of such convergence via an example case in the area of ontology
verification which we originally presented in [27].


4 Ontologies and Experience Factories


Most of research in ontologies is focussed on development issues
and we have witnessed products and tools such as methodolo-
gies(i.e., [44], [20]) and guidelines([21]) for building ontologies,
online environments([18],[40],[17]) for collaborative construction,
agent-based systems([7]) for supporting the selection task, and gen-
eric ontologies([30]) to be used as foundations for domain-specific
ones. However, there is a dearth of tools to support ontology deploy-
ment and maintenance.


To deploy ontologies correctly we need not only reuse-oriented
tools and technologies, as for example in the HPKB([15]) and
IBROW([19]) projects. It is also necessary to record and organise
our experiences in having applied them in order to improve future
ontology deployment. It is hard to gain this sort of experience from
the literature because few cases of comprehensive ontology reuse and
deployment on a large scale are reported([43], [12], [46]). Even those
which are reported do not normally discuss the hidden assumptions
and tradeoffs identified during testing. This section explains how
OMs technologies, like experience factories, may address this issue.


We argue that experience factories can be useful in ontology de-
velopment and deployment as a way of managing the experiences
collected from various agents participating in ontology building and
usage. This brings, crudely speaking, OMs technology into KM core
technology - ontologies - which in turn has important advantages for
the organisation that employs KM activities. We elaborate on these
in section 5 while here we focus on a simple architecture we built


to make the idea more concrete. The architecture, which is centred
upon the notion of ontology verification, is given diagrammatically
in figure 2.


The left-hand side of figure 2, depicts the task of verification. In
particular, we are interested in verification of ontologies at the ap-
plication level([28]). That is, we verify that ontological constructs
are not misused by applications that adhere to an ontology. After ap-
plying our verification mechanism we accumulate, temporarily, the
results in an experience base. These are code-testing results and we
regard them as experiences. The experience base is then imported by
an experiences editing tool which allows for further additions and
modification of the description of existing experiences. It allows us
to customise the experiences to the particular project as it provides a
way of expressing information usually not obtainable through code-
testing. We then select the experiences we want to validate and send
them to a designated tool for verifying their correctness with respect
to test results. This tool embodies the verification mechanism we de-
ploy in the first step but here we apply it to verify the correctness
of the results themselves. After the selected experiences have been
validated we store them in the final experience base to be part of the
experience factory.


This cycle can be repeated as many times as we wish in the same
or other ontologies to collect and manage the knowledge accumu-
lated during verification and testing. Ultimately, this will result in an
experience factory of ontology verification and testing that can be
deployed in similar projects in order to facilitate ontology use. It is
important to mention that the similarity of projects to benefit from
this sort of experience factory dictates the ability to transfer experi-
ences. How easily can we identify similar projects in order to transfer
previous experiences? An answer to this question is given by the on-
tology characterisation framework mentioned later in this section.


In [27] we applied this approach in an example case where we
deployed and verified an existing ontology at the application level.
The case is explained thoroughly in the aforementioned paper, while
here we briefly describe by following the architecture given above.
The ontology which we used, is the PHYSSYS ontology documented
in [12]. It is a formal ontology based upon system dynamics theory
and comprises of 7 different ontologies related via an inclusion lat-
tice. We deployed two of these, the mereology and topology ontology
in an exemplar application provided by the PHYSSYS developers
themselves. We used the verification mechanism we invented([26])
to check the correctness of mereological and topological definitions
used in the exemplar application. We devised and introduced artificial
errors in the application in order to demonstrate the usage of the veri-
fication mechanism. Surprisingly, we also detected errors occurred in
the original ontologies. We accumulated and verified all the discrep-
ancies found, by storing them as experiences in the final experience
base mentioned above. The size of such experience base varies in ac-
cordance with the project being applied. In our prototypical case we
created a small experience base of a dozen of test cases.


Apart from this specific information on testing we also wanted
to store additional information with regard to the ontologies used
which will allow us to retrieve and adapt the experiences in different
settings. We didn’t dealt closely with retrieval and adaptation tech-
niques as we intend to adopt those made available by the underlying
technology, the CBR method(an example of which is described in
[47]). This extra information has already been identified as ‘onto-
logy characterisations’ and an early attempt to operationalise them
is given by Uschold in [42]. Moreover, in [45], Uschold and Jasper
describe possible scenarios where these characterisations could be
of help in understanding ontology applications. As Uschold points
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Figure 2. Experience-based architecture to support ontology verification(adopted from [27]).


out in [42]: “if this kind of description was provided for all applic-
ations, we would quickly get an overview of the state-of-the-art of
ontology application, and a way to compare applications. It would be
relatively easy to see which techniques have been used to apply par-
ticular kinds of ontologies in specific contexts”. We found the goal
of this research similar to our aim, which is to provide the means
to organise and collect experiences gained during ontology testing
and verification. Therefore, we found it practical to instantiate the
proposed framework for characterising ontologies in our verification
and testing scenario.


To make our case more precise we list below instantiations of the
proposed framework tailored to our scenario. Each item represents a
category, followed by its instantiation in the particular context. We
also include a short explanation of each category in a parenthesis
following its name.


� Purpose:(the purpose of the ontology) In our tests, both mere-
ology and topology provide the building blocks for PHYSSYS on-
tology. They formalise generic mereotopological relations as de-
scribed in the literature(i.e., [38] and [14]);


� Representation languages and
paradigms:(Ontolingua? Description Logics? Prolog? Clips?
XML?) The mereology and topology ontology were implemented
in Ontolingua, we translated them in the implementation language
we use: Prolog;


� Meaning and formality:(to what extent and how formal is
the specification of the meaning of each term?) The Ontolingua
versions of mereology and topology provide primitive terms with
axioms restricting their use by placing constraints on relationships
between types of entities. The implemented versions we used(in
Prolog), include this information along with application specific
constructs;


� Subject Matter:(is it domain-specific or general?) Both
mereology and topology provide generic relations and axioms to
be used in the PHYSSYS ontologies set;


� Scale:(how big is the ontology?) Both ontologies are quite
small, each of them formalises less than 10 relations;


� Development:(the degree to which the application is specified,
developed and/or fielded) The mereology and topology ontologies
are research prototypes but the PHYSSYS which includes them has
been used in the context of the OLMECO project([12]);


� Conceptual architecture:(what are the main compon-
ents in the ontology application, and how do they relate to each
other) A single research prototype system was used, the hospital
heating system, implemented in Prolog, which includes ontolo-
gical constructs;


� Mechanisms and techniques:(what specific mechanisms
and techniques were invoked to make use of the ontology) We
deployed a multi-layered architecture([28]) to embed ontolo-
gical constructs in the application. We translated ontological con-
structs to the target implementation language: Prolog, and trans-
lated ontological axioms to a designated constraints format used
to detect discrepancies with respect to misuse of ontological
constructs([26]);


� Implementation platform:(the particular implementa-
tion platform and context) The ontologies are described textually
in the literature and were also written in Ontolingua syntax,which
we translated in Prolog. The testbed application was also imple-
mented in Prolog. The tests were executed through a Java front-
end.


The role of these characterisations is to provide ontology-specific
information which can be used for organising and retrieving experi-
ences on testing in similar ontology deployment efforts.


Recall figure 1 from section 3 where we presented the main exper-
ience factory tasks as realised in [4]. Here we reproduce that figure
along with its instantiations in the context of our case: ontology veri-
fication.


As illustrated in figure 3, we have added information obtainable
from our experiences with the ontology verification task. These are
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Figure 3. The experience factory instantiated with the ontology verification scenario(adopted from [27]).


results from code-testing, along with additional information such as
explanations for error occurrences and are contained in an experience
record which we validate before we store it in the experience base.
In the characterisation phase we can give generic information, like
the experience types with respect to conceptual error occurrences. In
addition, at this phase we also provide links to the ontology charac-
terisations described above, which are edited and linked to the relev-
ant experiences through a designated experience table(described in
[27]). This helps us to browse through the collected experiences and
ultimately supports the idea of “learning from experience” which is
an acknowledged need in ontology deployment.


5 OMs in KM


The development and use of KM ontologies hides important caveats.
As O’Leary reports in [35]: “Each consulting firm we have been ex-
amining has built or is building its own ontologies. Because these
enterprise ontologies are so costly to develop and maintain and are
constantly changing, ontology or taxonomy issues are emerging as
some of the most important problems in knowledge management”.
O’Leary analyses further these problems from the KBSs develop-
ment point of view in [34]. In this section we elaborate on our vision
of “bringing OMs technology into KM core technology: ontologies”,
which could, potentially, alleviate the situation. To explain the idea
we illustrate the approach in figure 4.


On the left hand side of figure 4, we place within a box surrounded
by a dash-lined border the OMs technologies. At the bottom of that
box we place a potential technology for supporting OMs implement-
ation: experience factories. The diagram included there is actually a
reduction of figure 2 presented in section 4. It denotes an example
use of experience factories in the area of ontology verification as we
described in that section. There can be other technologies for imple-
menting OMs. We point the interested reader to [1] were Abecker
and colleagues elaborate on potential technologies for OMs imple-
mentation.


On the right hand side of figure 4, we illustrate the main KM tasks
and activities. We identify four main KM tasks: acquiring, analys-
ing, using, and preserving knowledge. We argue that these tasks are
accomplished by activities which are supported by ontologies. In par-


ticular, the knowledge acquisition task, is accomplished by identify-
ing activities which are supported by ontologies. This results in the
application area of information extraction and/or content-matching.
In the same manner, ontologies in the area of knowledge representa-
tion are used to model and assess the environment, which are activit-
ies employed in the analysing knowledge task. The using knowledge
task, includes the apply, share, and reuse activities, which are sup-
ported by ontologies with such application areas as knowledge shar-
ing and reuse, and KBSs. The last task is preserving knowledge. It
is accomplished by activities such as organising, maintaining, and
capitalising knowledge which are partially aided by ontologies. The
resulting application area is that of libraries of reusable knowledge
components and experience repositories. The knowledge preserva-
tion task and its accompanying activities along with the relevant on-
tologies are the area of overlap with experience factories as denoted
by the dashed box surrounding the task in figure 4.


The way in which the two boxes of figure 4 are related summar-
ises the linkage we are suggesting in this paper. In the introductory
section, we argued that OMs and KM are intertwined areas. In this
figure we illustrate how the technologies used to implement them can
also be intertwined. As can be seen from the curly arrow connecting
the OMs technologies with the KM tasks/activities box, technologies
such as experience factories, can be employed to organise ontologies
used to support main KM tasks/activities. The latter, in turn, can sup-
port OMs implementation by acquiring, analysing, using, and pre-
serving knowledge to be processed by an OM.


There are mutual benefits for integrating OMs technology in KM
ontologies. On one hand, an OM framework could help to improve
ontology development and deployment, facilitate understanding, and
ease reuse. A better organised ontology could, in turn, overcome
some of the problems identified in [34]: “perfect ontology hype, lib-
rary ontologies, scale-up, interface, formality”, and analysed from a
cost-benefit point of view in [25]. We envisage deployment of ex-
perience factories, especially experience bases, in the whole spec-
trum of ontology life-cycle: experience bases on testing(an example
of which was presented in section 4, taken from [27]), on develop-
ment, on maintenance, etc. Ideally, all these experience bases could
be placed alongside with their ontology counterparts in large repos-
itories of reusable knowledge components. A metaphor of this idea
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Figure 4. OMs in KM: OMs technology used to organise KM tasks/activities which in turn support the implementation of OMs.


are the implemented on-line libraries of ontologies, like for example,
Ontolingua, Ontosaurus, and WebOnto.


On the other hand, better ontologies could help to meet practical
requirements for the implementation of OMs. These were identified
by Abecker and colleagues in [1]: “(i)collection and systematic or-
ganisation of information from various sources, (ii)ability to min-
imise up-front knowledge engineering, by taking advantage of read-
ily available information, (iii)exploiting user feedback for mainten-
ance and evolution, (iv)integration into existing work environment,
(v)active presentation of relevant information”. Requirements (i),(iv)
and (v) could benefit more from ontologies as we briefly described
in section 2 and diagrammatically present in figure 4. Requirements
(ii) and (iii) could benefit more from the presence of an experi-
ence factory. In [2], Abecker and colleagues show how they satisfied
these requirements in the KnowMore system which realises proactive
knowledge delivery in order to enable employees solve cooperatively
knowledge-intensive tasks.


6 Conclusions


In this paper we explored the possibility of employing OMs techno-
logy to improve understanding and enhance the usage of ontologies.
The latter are a core technology for KM as we discussed in section
2. Despite the fact that OMs and KM are intertwined areas and usu-
ally are treated as a whole, we argue that the technologies used to
implement and support them are not. We discussed the potential con-
vergence of technologies for OMs, in particular experience factories,
with ontologies in section 4 where we presented an example case
in the area of ontology verification and testing. We generalised the
approach in section 5 and speculated on the benefits of such conver-
gence for both OMs and KM.


The intersection of these two technologies also highlights the role
of knowledge engineering. As Milton and colleagues argue in [33]
there is a change of focus in KM, from IT-based solutions to Know-


ledge Technology(KT)-based ones. To quote the authors: “[. . . ] the
main purpose of KT is to provide solutions to certain key problems
associated with KM, such as scoping what knowledge is to be cap-
tured and disseminated, dealing with tacit knowledge, and facilitating
better understanding”. The field of knowledge engineering has been
studying and practising solutions to these problems for years.


Applying these solutions to KM could help us to realise the ‘ul-
timate goal’ of OMs as envisaged by Kuhn and Abecker: “[. . . ]
to provide the necessary knowledge whenever it is needed. To as-
sure this, [OMs] realize an active knowledge dissemination approach
which does not rely on users’ queries but automatically provides
knowledge useful for solving the task at hand. To prevent inform-
ation overload, this approach has to coupled with a highly selective
assessment of relevance”([29]). The CBR-based experience factories
coupled with ontologically-based reasoning are a way of achieving
this ‘selective assessment of relevance’.


In accordance with the ‘ontology harvesting’ notion we mentioned
in the introduction we conclude the paper with a motto: if ontologies
are to be a cornerstone for successful KM, we need to manage them
by bringing OMs technology into their development, deployment, and
maintenance phases, which in turn, will result in a more effective
OM.
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Unifying or reconciling  when constructing Organizational
Memory?  Some open issues.


Carla Simone1


Abstract. In the paper surveying tools and methods for Corporate
Knowledge Management [1], Distributed Corporate Memory
(DCM) is listed among the possible materializations of knowledge
and CSCW among the techniques possibly used to realized it.  In
this paper we want to accept this challenge and try to reinforce the
bridge between DCM and CSCW.  Despite the apparently natural
connection between them, this attempt is still a challenge since the
two frameworks rarely meet in integrated proposals where each side
provides its results to improve the other one.  As in any challenging
attempts, results are often more about open issues than coherent
solutions.


1.  ABOUT THE ORGANIZATION MODEL


Knowledge Management (KM) can be seen as the definition of a
producer/consumer process that can take different forms in relation
to the organizational structure it is based upon.  The latter shows in
general a distributed structure for what concerns the producers.  In
fact, it is well accepted that the sources of information are spread
around in the organization. The same holds for the consumers.
They can access the Organizational Memory  (OM) at any
granularity of organizational units.  The main point  distinguishing
the above structures is the possible presence of a central node with a
distinguished role. Typically, this node is where locally produced
knowledge is collected, filtered, "normalized" before becoming
available, with the status of Corporate Knowledge (CK), to the
other nodes.  Often, within sufficiently big organizations, a
dedicated office is envisaged where people's job is to elaborate the
collected knowledge, and organize it for future use. This is for
example a solution reported by a world wide spread consulting
company (in a workshop  held in Torino in November 1999). At the
opposite extreme, there are fully distributed structures where each
producer is responsible of the collection and publication of locally
generated knowledge.  This case applies in general to organizations
showing a highly flat structure where is difficult, if not impossible,
to assign distinguished roles in KM.  Consider, for example, the
typical cases of WEB-based communities of knowledge workers or
virtual enterprises. In between the two extremes, there could be all
possible mixes of the two above mentioned structures. However, in
our experience with companies planning or realizing forms of KM,
the intermediate structures are not so frequent. What can be
recognized is the presence of loosely coupled subnetworks, either
centralized or fully distributed.
In any case, the structure is determined by both the organizational
culture and the type of knowledge under concern.
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 The awareness that knowledge is an important component of the
everyday work is not a new phenomenon: knowledge management
did already exist before OM/KM.  What is new is the fact that
companies are increasingly realizing it, pushed by very pressing and
well known motivations.  To respond to this pressure, their culture
can lead them to approach the solution  according to the following
idea: recognize a new problem and construct a new structure to
solve it.  Or according to the alternative view: see the problem as
diffused in the organization and enhance existing solutions.  The
first approach naturally leads to the identification of a centralized ad
hoc structure, the second one naturally to a more distributed one on
top of what already exists.  Accordingly, the use of the technology
is interpreted in a different way:  to propose new functionality and
information flows vs. better supporting the existing ones.
Also the type of knowledge plays a role in the definition of the
structure.  What is perceived as 'objective' or 'commonly
interpretable' knowledge easily reaches the status of CK: for
example, part of what in [1] refers to Profession  or Technical
Knowledge.  The related contents are likely to be considered as
universals that have to be collected and maintained in a coherent
heap, more easily achieved by a centralized organization.  (Parts of)
Other types of knowledge can be less naturally interpreted as
universals since they are more dependent on the context in which
they are generated  (local universal  [2]).  A typical example is the
part of knowledge related to the experience (successful cases, best
practices, and so on).  This part of knowledge is either lost or
(informally) maintained close to where it makes sense.


2. THE SOURCES OF KNOWLEDGE


By considering the  structure from the point of view of the nodes
providing information, one can make similar considerations as in
the previous section.  Again, providing knowledge can be seen as an
activity which is fully immersed in everyday work or as an
additional one occurring asynchronously in relation to it.
This distinction has implications on different  policies an
organization can apply to promote this activity: for example,
incentives, personnel management,  and so on.  The point we want
to take in this paper is the one of work content and supporting
technology. The asynchronous view leads to the well known
problem of doing something in an episodic way so that it is likely
that more pressing, interesting or rewarding activities are done in
place. The opposite point of view does not deny the necessity to
spend additional effort to produce knowledge but it incorporates
this effort as part of the normal work.  The advantage is twofold: the
produced knowledge is likely to cover both a greater part of the
activities potentially generating it  and
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a greater amount of detailed knowledge from each single activity on
the other one, since it is recorded in a easier way. In this situation
the technology plays a relevant role. In fact the degree by which the
effort to produce knowledge is smoothly meshed with the normal
work depends on the degree by which the technological support of
both of them is integrated. Hence,words, a supportive technology
for normal work should to be designed so that knowledge
production is part of its basic functionality.
Despite the increasing attention to KM this is not yet the general
case. More often KM technology is a specialized one which is put
aside the other ones supporting other activities.  This view has as
obvious consequences not only the possibility that some knowledge
is lost because of the technological hiatus  but also the possibility
that some activities are considered as not producing knowledge.
This however contrasts with the common experience that
knowledge is produced by the combined and continuous effect of a
variety of apparently not knowledge generating activities.
Knowledge is produced when people write documents,
communicate through e-mail,  surf the web and so on.  Now, how
many applications supporting these 'simple'  actions do contain
knowledge oriented functionality?    Knowledge workers are
claimed to be the only ones surviving the evolution of the current
organizations but knowledge is rarely taken into account when
technology supporting work is designed. There are of course some
exceptions (e.g., [3]).
Generally the most widely applied idea is to consider that a
common repository, possibly populated and accessed in a
distributed way, through the WEB, can  be a good solution to the
problem without paying attention on the problems raised by its
usage.  The metaphor of OM as a repository has been thoroughly
criticized in [4] by deconstructing the common interpretation of OM
based on it.  To simplify their argument, we can say that memory
metaphor is misused since instead of bringing in the technology
features drawn from human memory, it interprets human memory in
term of the technological counterpart, thus  reducing later usage of
the collected information to a simple retrieval. This brings to the
argument of how to select the knowledge to be recorded, in which
form to record it and how to organize it in the memory.


3. DE-CONTEXTUALIZING AND RE-
CONTEXTUALIZING


The answers of the questions at the end of the previous section has
to deal with the issue that can be called de-contextualization and
(re-)contextualization.  This is, in our opinion, the core problem of
KM.
Recording calls for a degree of de-contextualization of the collected
knowledge for reasons that go from feasibility and efficiency up to
the necessity to extract the true "universal" from it. Re-use calls for
a degree of (re-)contextualization to make possible the act of
interpreting the retrieved information.  Interpretation is the
fundamental component of organizational "remembering" as a
creative act of organization members [4].
The appropriate balance of two above 'degrees' is difficult to reach
since they do not necessarily match. In full agreement with  [5], we
can rephrase this point by saying that the pyramid proposed there
(going from Explanation, through Experience up to Classification)
has to be gone along up and down  to support the whole KM life-
cycle and that in any case not all the knowledge about the various
ladder can be adequately covered by a technological support.
The tension between de-contextualization  and (re-
)contextualization can be dealt with by means of different, hopefully
complementary, strategies. First, the recording process can build


and maintain different descriptions of the same piece of reality, at
different levels of simplification and abstraction.   This idea is again
similar to the one proposed in [5]. Our emphasis is however more
on the possibility of having different level of visibility of the same
type of knowledge while there the emphasis is on different types of
knowledge related to the same group of experiences). We will come
back  to this point in Section 5.
Second, informal knowledge or organizational behaviors that cannot
be easily consolidated can be captured and made available by
building  kinds of 'knowledge maps' like: who knows  what,  who is
expert of,  who had similar experiences as, who did or is likely to be
helpful in this case, and so on.  If human beings play an
unavoidable role in KM, then information on them  becomes a
fundamental part of CK.  Of course, this view contrasts with the
idea to record things that will be used far away in the future when
people could no more be there.  However,  this is in our view  a
goal which applies to very particular types of knowledge and
situations.  More often,  the past experience is no more applicable
because the context (organization, culture, technology, and the like)
did change in a way that makes it useless. In any case, still being
able to use in an appropriate way the existing knowledge for current
situations would be an invaluable benefit for the organization and
people working in it.  Maintaining 'knowledge maps' in presence of
(high) turn-over should become an action , among others, in charge
of the organization itself.  The relevance of these 'knowledge maps'
has been recognized  for example in [6, 7]. The two approaches
show a basic difference: the first one derives the map directly from
computational features incrementing the functionality of a
communication support based on Speech Act theory, while the
second one treats (as implicitly do many other proposals) the
management of this type of knowledge in an asynchronous way with
respect to the processes producing it.
The third strategy makes KM a more distributed process in terms of
both the collected knowledge and its maintenance.  In this view OM
becomes a network of local memories managed by distributed
organizational units. Local memories can serve people acting in the
different units who are then more motivated to spend effort in
maintaining them, as well as people outside these units, especially
when  the 'knowledge map' mentioned in the previous point is
realized.  Hence, KM becomes not only more distributed but also
more 'cooperative': in terms of [8] KM constructs communities of
people actively and consciously sharing interests and experiences.
In this scenario, re-contextualization becomes a cooperative
learning process that helps both the providers and the consumers of
the knowledge itself. The former can validate the quality of the
knowledge they are providing and improve it, the latter are
adequately supported in interpreting it and will be more motivated
in being supportive when the roles will be exchanged in the future.
To be sustainable, cooperative KM has to be supported by adequate
tools, organizational and technological.  This is where KM and
CSCW could meet  and positively influence each other.  Following
the above idea that knowledge oriented functionality should be
embedded in applications, KM could suggest how to enhance
CSCW applications and the principles leading the latter could
support cooperative KM.
Recently, the relevance of contextual information was recognized as
a fundamental means for improving communication and
coordination. The keyword "awareness" was introduced to denote
this specific type of knowledge: awareness is far from being
univocally defined within CSCW [9].  However, it is common
opinion that  it is about knowledge on what is going on 'around' a
specific activity performed by single or groups of individuals. In the
framework of KM this idea was put at work in [8]:  "Research on
digital libraries are dominated by indexing and retrieval







mechanisms. The usefulness of such tools is not in dispute, however
this is not the whole picture  of what libraries can and should be
about.  ... The observed behavior of others in a situation contributes
to a sense of the situation's ambience, or social atmosphere".  What
is needed is to enlarge this view to additional functionality which
fully takes into account that cooperative KM  is a distributed
process (as any other form of cooperation does [10]).
Hereafter, we will focus on two issues we are working on. They can
be considered as examples of an exercise that could lead to a
possibly quite long list of additional functionality.


4. MANAGING ONTOLOGIES


Ontologies play a central role in almost all approaches to KM.
Motivations for their introduction  and use can be found in [11].
One of the most relevant aspect that matters in the context of KM is
that ontologies can be shared (possibly together with the knowledge
they help to organize).  In this view, identifying a single
'organization' ontology or merging different ontologies into a
common one, or translating an ontology into another one are
considered as feasible goals to achieve uniformity, sharing and re-
use.  In addition, formal definitions of concepts and relations
linking them is seen as a factor improving portability.
This optimistic view contrasts with other experiences in the use of
classification schemes [12, 13].  The latter share with f ontologies
some basic aspects, like: the decision of what matters, the relations
among categories/concepts used  to classify or capture the essence
of a reality.
In [13] is reported the experience of adopting a 'universal'
classification scheme in a big civil engineering company in order to
organize the documentation of large projects, like bridge design.
The standard was systematically circumvented not because it was
recognized poor; rather, because it was  impossible to define one (or
classes of) scheme(s) serving the different needs.  The supportive
technology had to be designed taking local adaptability as primary
goal to become accepted and used to enhance knowledge circulation
about projects.
 In [12], again on the basis of empirical evidence,  the emphasis is
put on how subtle  cultural, social and political factors play a role in
the choices of basic concepts and relations to capture the essence of
work activities, and the  consequence they bring along. It is
impossible to give a satisfactory account of all the arguments
discussed in the book. However, the point we borough  from them is
that any type of ontology/classification should be seen as a
"boundary infrastructure" serving the purpose of a mediation space
among different local communities. "What we gain with the concept
of boundary infrastructure over the more traditional unitary vision
of infrastructure is the explicit recognition of the different
constitution of information objects within the different communities
of practice that share a given infrastructure (p. 314)". In addition,
ontologies/classifications "always represent multiple constituencies.
They can do so most effectively through the incorporation of
ambiguity...  Designers should recognize these zones of ambiguity,
protecting them where necessary to leave the schemes to play their
organizational work. (p. 324)".
Now, why to spend an effort in trying to  enforce standardization
when "the history to attempt to  standardize information systems "
shows that "standards do not remain standard for very long, and one
person's standard" can easly become "another's confuson and mess
(p. 293)",  as shown for example by the experience reported in [13]?
Instead, the same effort could be spent in supporting people to live
with the degrees of ambiguity and partiality the boundary
infrastructure encompasses, and to actively participate in the


maintenance of such ambiguity  and partiality in a continuous
learning process  triggered by "interruptions of expectations".  As
stressed in [12], ontologies/classifications do matter for lots of
reasons.  We agree, and would emphasize that they make sense
within communities of practice where their existence is part of
cooperation:  the latter is not only based in articulation work [14]


but also in categorical work ("distribution of work, and its different
meanings in different communities, must be managed for
cooperation to occurr. The juggling of meanings .... is what we call
categorical work. ([12], pag. 310).   Across communities, more
flexible links can better take into account the inherent differences.
In this view, unification of concepts and relations into a common
shared framework should smoothly coexists with the reconciliation
of concepts and relations that reflect local culture and work
organization.
In our research effort to enhance articulation work through the
design of CSCW applications supporting communication and
coordination among cooperating people we met the problem of
different ways by which these groups look at their reality and
organize the related information. Specifically, we designed two
frameworks aimed to support local activities and actions that cross
groups in order to achieve coordination in organizations that can be
conceived of as autonomous interacting communities constructed
around shared objectives and work modalities.  To this aim we
introduced the notion of  coordination mechanism:  in our
terminology, they are dyads of coordinative protocols and artifacts.
Moreover, a language (Ariadne)  has been developed for defining,
specifying, and executing them [15]. Its elemental categories and
composition laws, which have been identified empirically and can
be modified at any time [14], capture how actors identify the basic
units of work and information for articulating their activities and the
relations between these units. For this to be feasible requires a
degree of expressiveness such that no specific modelling approach
is imposed: that is, any type of flow of work up to the light-most
shared working space should be representable. Moreover, since
classification schemes and coordinative artifacts play an important
role in articulation work, the basic categories and relations must
allow for their definition as well.
The second framework is based on a software component (called
Reconciler [16]) that supports the interoperability of different
‘coordination mechanisms’ in terms of the mutual alignment of their
boundary objects and events. The problem of managing mutual
alignment of such applications becomes a crucial part of
coordination and can be formulated in terms of ‘interoperability
raised at the semantic level of articulation work’, in contrast to
current research efforts that aim at the interoperability of
applications at the system level.  The Reconciler provides a means
for managing the tension between the requisite local perspective and
the shared meaning required to interpret the boundary objects and
intersecting events that characterize inter-group cooperation. This is
achieved by recording the conventions users establish to maintain
the correspondence between the different definitions and views of
the boundary objects and crossing events. The recorded conventions
are then used to improve inter-group cooperation in terms of
'naturalization' of concepts and relations ("naturalization means
stripping away the contingency of their creation and their situated
nature" by taking them for granted ([12] p. 299); ‘translation’ when
possible: that is when contingency has to be maintained but
correspondences can be established; or, when impossible, to support
the related learning process by highlighting discrepancies and
increase mutual awareness of ambiguities and partiality generated
by local conventions.
Although not specifically oriented to KM, this experience led us to
reflect on how knowledge is created and used in communication







and cooperation. In the light of the claimed integration of supports
of cooperative work and KM, we believe that the principles
underpinning the above mentioned prototypes could be helpful in
avoiding  approaches that create a hiatus between KM and everyday
activities, between pieces of knowledge that can be 'shared' and
pieces of knowledge that make sense only in context, and last but
not least in making publicly visible information structures that
materialize the relevant knowledge on the work organization and
the information resources on which it is based.  Specifically, we
refer to the coordinative  artifacts that in Ariadne are taken as
primary category in cooperation and constitute a privileged source
of knowledge to enhance sharing and reuse of experience in
supporting coordination.


5. DIFFERENT DESCRIPTIONS AS
ABSTRACTIONS


In discussing the tension between de-contextualization and (re)-
contextualization (Section 3) we mentioned the need of having
different descriptions of the same piece of information.  This
redundancy can be achieved by identifying different aspects. For
example, different perspectives have been taken to organize
knowledge, and are there illustrated mainly in relation to textual
information. There are however sources of knowledge that provide
descriptions that are based on objects and relations between them.
This is the case when the target organization makes use of
applications supporting the coordination of activities, typically
workflow systems, which, as constitutive part of their usage,
presuppose the definition of causal relations among activities and
the record of their actual executions in specific instances. In [15] we
discussed the role of these descriptions  as a constituent part of CK.
The description of processes managed by workflow systems is
increasingly based on formal theories that allow for the definition of
tools to control process modifications, both at definition and
execution time. The point we want to make here is that these tools
can be viewed as means to provide the above different descriptions
in the specific case of processes, that is, when the knowledge is
about how activities are conceived of and combined to achieve a
result, and actualized in concrete experiences (instances).  In most
of the cases, tools controlling process modifications are based on a
hierarchical description of the target process, where the links
between nodes of the hierarchy are expressed in terms of
refinements of behavior  (as in classical top-down approaches)
preserving behavioral properties.  Although this approach produced
nice results and applications, it is problematic in respect to its
potential application in KM.  First, top-down approaches naturally
lead to a global view of the system and are not suited to represent
the partiality and openness characterizing distributed (workflow)
systems.  Secondly,  intermediate nodes of the hierarchy carry
symbolic names that make sense for the community supported by
that system but raise the obvious problem when they have to be re-
interpreted by members outside the community.
An approach that is more suited to avoid these problems is based on
a different interpretation of the hierarchy that we have drawn from
[17]). Leaves contain the most detailed description of system
components together with the most abstract view of the rest of the
system, as perceived from the point of view of the component itself.
This abstract view accounts for partial visibility of the 'world' by,
and openness of, the component itself.  Intermediate nodes contain
abstractions of the children ones and, again, of the of the rest of the
system in relation to this node. Hence, each node contains different
abstractions of the whole system, at different level of detail, up to
the root which mainly contains the description of the interface of


the system with the rest of the organization.  The second key point
is that abstraction is based on the notions of aggregation of states
and observability of actions [18].
Leaving aside the technical details (that can be found in [19]), the
basic idea is that aggregations are defined by the point of view the
observer wants to take on the system.  For example, the root does
not account for the number and structure of the components but
only on the external interface.  So, it can be interpreted as the
protocol the specific system wants to offer to its environment and
therefore expresses the constraints it has to follow or is able to
impose when interacting with it.  Going down the hierarchy, more
detailed information can be obtained about the children of the
considered node, while the rest of the system  is still at the most
abstract level, and plays recursively the role of constraint for those
components.
Obviously, the way in which components are organized in a partial
order within the hierarchy is 'context dependent', in principle as the
'names' assigned to intermediate nodes in standard refinement.
However, unlike refinements, the underlying theory allows for an
easy specification, on the fly, of the shape of the hierarchy.  In fact,
the latter can be constructed starting from the information contained
in the leaves (or possibly in any intermediate node if one wants to
reduce the level of detail of the most concrete descriptions).  It is
sufficient to specify which components one wants to see at which
level of aggregation.  Observability of actions, irrespective of the
level of aggregation of the considered components, can be defined
by the observer too.  Usually the choice falls on actions that
represent communications with the environment of the (aggregated)
component. However, nothing prevents the observer from choosing
different actions and to specify the level of control of the abstraction
process, in traversing the hierarchy nodes.  For example, if actions
are classified according to some criteria (e.g., control actions,
communications, check-points, and the like) the observer can just
specify the type of actions s/he is interested in, and the resulting
abstraction is automatically done (by algorithms that  take away the
other ones). Abstraction keeps the consistency level specified by the
observer too: for example, a strict maintenance of the causality
induced by the language of the observed actions or other
(theoretically defined) weaker notions of consistency.
Reading the above (very condensed) description of the approach
from the point of view of KM in the case of processes, we can say
that from  knowledge constructed in the normal course of action
within the organization one can record some basic knowledge (e.g.,
the components or some abstraction of them) and then make this
knowledge available, at the different levels of detail that make sense
to its reader. If, as we advocate, a KM informed definition of the
actions used to define the distributed workflow  as well as of the
hierarchy nodes  specifies additional information  (referring to
explanation, administrative aspects and so on) they can be
organized accordingly and shown  following the visibility policy
defined by the reader. A similar reasoning can be done for
executions of processes. Meaningful case histories can be recorded
and read in different ways, using the observability approach.  This
goes in the same direction of what was proposed in [20].The above
presentation sketches what we would like to see as an integration of
KM and CSCW.


6. CONCLUSIONS


As mentioned in the foreword, the attempt to reinforce the links
between KM and CSCW did not lead us to the identification of
solutions.  The previous sections discussed issues that can be seen
as the starting point of a rich research agenda.  The contribution







CSCW can provide to this topic is not only technological  but also
about the experience that within this area has been accumulated on
how people work, both individually and cooperatively, in a smooth
way. One of our biggest concerns is about the risk to make KM a
fragmented process,  because it uses a loosely integrated technology
and is conceived of as an asynchronous activity with respect to the
other ones.  Fragmentation has been recognized as one of the main
sources of problems in communication and cooperation. Having
infrastructures able to support integrated applications is one of the
main research efforts in CSCW as a means to make available to the
cooperating actors supports to different modes and means of
cooperation, to be used flexibly in different situations.   In the view
of KM as a fundamentally communication and cooperation process,
fragmentation risks to make any effort to achieve it less effective
than expected, in relation to the organizational and technological
effort put in it.   On the other hand, all applications,  and CSCW
applications among them, should be designed to contain
functionality that makes them as a portion of the overall
technological support to KM and OM. This implies that the two
areas share many research issues where their specialized
methodologies and techniques can be used in a combined way.  In
particular, we see the maximum benefit to solve the conflict
between de-contextualization and re-contextualization.  In fact, as
we have sketched, the latter require  enhanced representation
capabilities, for both static and dynamic knowledge, and in
particular  rich and flexible abstractions tools that go beyond the
current capabilities.  Cooperative KM necessitates the same
proactive support as other cooperative applications, to trigger and
enhance organizational learning as a fundamental part of KM. In
other words, how much the 'pull' approach has to be combined with
a 'push' one in dealing with KM?   In this framework, in order to
achieve the above claimed joint effort, the recent experience gained
in dealing with 'awareness' management (which is mainly 'push'-
based) needs to be extended to knowledge concerning past
experiences. In any case, both awareness information and CK
require support for their interpretation in contexts different from
where they have been generated. Last but not least, up to now KM
is based on the metaphor of a "memory" and focuses the core of the
attention on the action of 'remembering'.  What about the second
action typical of a memory, that is 'forgetting'?  In [12] there is a
chapter on this subject which is stimulating reflections on the
necessity to have tools supporting this too. Our everyday experience
is that people remember and  forget in a mixed way, at different
depths which are functional to improve the effectiveness of their
memory. Now, one could ask: how can the technology support this
combined action?  Which methods and tools are needed to  make it
feasible?  An intriguing interdisciplinary research topic which
requires both field research and innovative knowledge
representation and management capabilities.
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ABSTRACT. In this paper, we present an approach 
for the structuring and exploitation of organizational 
memories. We propose a system to build 
organizational memories (OMBS) with multiple 
dimensions, each dimension being defined for a 
different exploitation mode.  An advantage of this 
OMBS approach resides in the incremental 
construction of domain knowledge networks including 
numerous knowledge units and links.  We begin by 
discussing some ideas related to the structuring of an 
organizational memory (OM) using flight safety as an 
application domain. Then we describe the purpose, the 
formalism and the structuring of the knowledge 
networks.  We also propose some directions to exploit 
the OMBS system along its various dimensions.  
 
1  Introduction 
 
Over the past few years, the construction of organizational 
memories has generated much interest within academic and 
industrial communities.  Recent progress in interactive 
information technology (mostly web-related) has provided a 
technological infrastructure for the implementation of these 
knowledge repositories.  Moreover OM favor the 
implementation of knowledge management (KM) practices 
within organizations in order to enable people to "know 
what they know".  Some authors [1] even claim that the 
construction of an OM should be considered as the first step 
in the KM cycle.   


With different viewpoints being presented in the KM 
literature, OM are becoming "overworked and confused" 
(see [2]).  Some authors define an OM as “the collective 
data and resources of a company including project 
experiences, problem solving expertise, design rationale, 
etc.” (see [3]); others view it as “a repository of knowledge 
and know-how of a set of individuals working in a 
particular firm” (see [4]).  Even with the latter definition, 
knowledge is such a vague subject that it is difficult for 
developers to start the construction of an OM.   


There is a lack of conceptual ground on the approaches 
for the structuring and integration of OM (see [1]).  More 
specifically, proposed methodologies do not offer a 
compromise between vague structuring guidelines (as 
extensions of digital libraries) and excessive knowledge 
formalization (AI flavored approaches). The goal of our 
work is to experiment with multi-dimensional networks in 
the structuring and exploitation of knowledge assets and try 
to determine a well-balanced approach through 
experimentation with examples from our application 
domain, flight safety.  By multi-dimensional network, we 
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refer to a directed graph where the nodes represent static 
and "how-to" domain knowledge and where the links 
provide guidance on the usage of the network.  


In this paper, we report on the approach we followed in 
the structuring and integration of OM using the knowledge 
network (KN) formalism.  We discuss some of the choices 
made for the implementation of an OM for our application 
domain (sections 2-3), the compromise leading to the 
structuring approach (sections 4-5) and the schemes 
implemented (section 6-7).  Finally we propose some 
directions on how to pursue this research effort.   
 
2  A KM Perspective of Flight Safety  
 
The Flight Safety program of the Canadian Forces aims at 
eliminating accidental loss of aviation resources.  These 
measures are essential to preserve vital resources and to 
maintain operational potential for transportation, 
emergency management and/or combat purposes.  


The program is based on the principle that by 
effectively disseminating analysis of air incidents, pilots 
can learn from the experiences of others and hence avoid 
repeating the same mistakes themselves.  Understanding 
why safety occurrences happen (determine the cause) and 
deve lop pilot awareness (correcting their causes and 
implement preventive measures) are the keys to an 
effective accident prevention program.  


From a KM perspective, the main knowledge assets of 
the Flight Safety program are the lessons learned from the 
incident reports and the expertise of the Flight Safety 
officers.  The efforts of the program are mainly 
concentrated on effective and timely development of the 
incident reports.  The efficiency of the system depends 
mainly on the quality of the reports (assured by open and 
honest reporting of the incidents) and their effective 
dissemination.  


The expertise and experience of the Flight Safety 
officers conducting the analysis of incidents is also a 
crucial knowledge asset. As the majority of incidents have 
human root causes, officer's understanding of aviation 
principles and human factors is of great importance.  
However, due to their prior training and high 
qualifications, the program puts less emphasis on managing 
knowledge practices of the officer's community.  


The KM cycle of the program can be described 
according to the following four (4) steps (see [5]): 
knowledge development, knowledge preservation, 
knowledge usage and knowledge dissemination.  
 
Knowledge Development: this involves the gathering of 
local information by the Flight Safety team, the 
investigation and analysis of incidents to determine 
possible causes, the monitoring of new findings of 
incidents occurring at other units and the estimation of their 
relevance to local operational characteristics.  







    


Knowledge Preservation: the production and storage of 
reports, news letters, videos and other documents resulting 
from the knowledge development activities.  
Knowledge Usage: to determine corrective actions and to 
increase pilot awareness by the assimilation of preventive 
measures to reduce the chances of an occurrence, to 
provide novice pilot with an access to Flight Safety 
background knowledge, to spot trends and to determine the 
magnitude of typical/unusual problems.  
Knowledge Dissemination: to communicate findings of 
new incidents to other organizations and to the appropriate 
level in the chain of command (e.g. Wing Commander), 
and to provide advices and training to the personnel.   
 
3  The Construction of an OM 
 
We view an OM as a knowledge system combining domain 
collections accumulated by an organization and some 
structured knowledge depicting how the collections can be 
exploited by its various users (Figure 1).  


 
Typically, organizations have accumulated collections 


ready to be exploited.  For instance, the Flight Safety 
program has a large collection of reports describing 
findings of incidents over the last decades, manuals 
provided to pilots during their aviation training and other 
material (e.g. videos, news letter, web sites) promoting 
Flight Safet y practices among the pilot community.  These 
collections can be distributed throughout different sites.  


 


 
 


Figure 1.  A diagrammatic view of an Organizational Memory 
 


Domain collections being provided, the process of 
building an OM relies on the choice of scheme to integrate 
the collections and to exploit them.  This experimental 
process, following either a bottom-up or top -down 
approach, progressively migrates knowledge from a 
implicit state (non proven expertise, sometimes tacit to the 
beholder) to a better structured and formalized formulation 
(section 4).  The construction process implies the selection 
of organizational knowledge assets to be preserved, the 
level of structuring/formalization to be reached, and the 
choice of schemes to exploit the memory.  In our Flight 
Safety case study, the sharing of experiences and the 
reinforcement of basic safety principles are targeted as the 
key assets (sections 6-7).  


In our approach, we propose a paradigm for structuring 
domain knowledge and a framework to exp loit the domain 
knowledge in conjunction with domain collections.  Our 
approach relies on 3 aspects:  


 


- To limit our structuring efforts on explicit task-oriented 
knowledge;  
- To incrementally structure knowledge, through informal 
descriptions of knowledge units (KU).  Our goal is to reach 
a compromise between rigid and formalized knowledge 
and ill-structured knowledge as often encountered in 
documents (like frequently asked questions);  
- To take into account the exploitation of knowledge 
during the structuring phase.  


 


 
Figure 2. Organizational Memory Building Process 


 
The process we follow to build the OM is a combination 


of steps to structure the KU, to expand this knowledge 
along various dimensions and to provide knowledge 
required to the exploitation schemes.  Further details are 
provided in the next sections.  
 
4  Knowledge Levels  
 
Acquiring and structuring corporate knowledge has proven 
to be the bottleneck in the design of knowledge systems.  
To overcome this difficulty and to ease the work of the 
analyst building the OM, the choice of knowledge 
structuring/formalization approaches and the type of 
knowledge to capture are critical.  


For each domain, a body of knowledge exists and is 
maintained in different forms (books, documents, 
procedures, database, expert systems) and by expert 
humans or employees.  The issue of what knowledge 
should be considered as candidate for OM can be clarified 
if one distinguishes the different layers of knowledge 
existing in an organization.  In our work, we classify 
knowledge according to three (3) different layers: basic 
knowledge, innovative knowledge and creative knowledge.  


To have the abilities to work within a domain, one must 
learn or be trained, i.e. be familiarized with the first 
knowledge layer, the basic knowledge of the underlying 
domain.  For example, to fly an aircraft, a pilot must learn 
the basic knowledge of meteorology, aeronautical 
navigation and must be trained to control a specific type of 
aircraft  (as by Intelligent Tutoring systems).  


Over time, changes occurred in the domain and in the 
environment a solutions must be devised for  new 
situations.  The basic knowledge evolves and more 
knowledge is available that forces the organization and 
employees to adapt to their work in order to improve them, 
keep competitiveness or just to be better.  That is the 
second knowledge layer, the innovative knowledge.  For 
example, all pilots must learn how to use new aircraft 
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instruments and develop abilities on how to react during 
critical flying situations.    


This  innovative knowledge comes from creativity and 
expertise validated after much experimentation.  This 
knowledge is precious because it contributes to the 
community's global understanding of their domain.  
Normally, this kind of knowledge takes time to be formed 
since tacit knowledge and unproven skills must be 
leveraged, clarified, formalized or validated.  That is the 
third knowledge layer, the creative knowledge. 


From the above distinction of knowledge layers, tools 
are needed to determine where to apply the innovative 
knowledge level or on how to stimulate the creation of new 
knowledge.  Also it must overcome basic training 
knowledge as knowledge can not be reduced to information 
primitives. To effectively achieve the KM functions, 
“organizations must create a set of roles and skills to do the 
work of capturing, distributing, and using knowledge” [6].  
We aim to build a tool to facilitate the “active collection 
and diffusion of knowledge (knowledge pump)” [7], with a 
special emphasis on the development of the innovative 
knowledge layer.  


 
5  The Structuring of OM 
 
Some authors (see [8], [9]) propose methods and 
techniques to build an OM as the starting point of a KM 
process.  Without the distinction of the three knowledge 
layers as mentioned above, the OM structuring task is 
difficult.  One obstacle is the mass of knowledge for a 
domain such as Flight Safety being proportional to the 
many years of college studies, training and pilot 
experience.  Moreover, this kind of basic knowledge is 
normally well structured and formalized.  Some powerful 
intelligent tutoring systems are already developed to carry 
out this task.  As this basic knowledge has already been 
specified in the criteria to hire employees, it is not an 
essential function for an OM system to pursue active 
development of these knowledge assets.  Frequent 
reinforcement of these principles should be sufficient to 
ensure adequate operations.  For instance, it is fair to 
assume that most pilots fully understand the effects of 
weather conditions on navigat ion.  So reminders on a few 
critical principles (ex: how to avoid convective clouds, 
appropriate clothing in case of emergency) will bring 
corrections to observed deficiencies. 


The important knowledge to leverage intellectual 
operations is rather the innov ative knowledge.  It is the 
knowledge in evolution that must be captured, formulated 
and disseminated through an organization.  For the Flight 
Safety domain, this knowledge mainly resides in the 
findings of incident analysis and in the proposed corrective 
actions.  To do that, we need an OM that describes the 
actual tasks of the operators (in our case the pilots) as well 
as the actions and skills required in each specific situation.  
Employees must be encouraged to review this knowledge 
and to leverage the tacit knowledge or informal expertise of 
other employees, based on their work experiences.  The 
task review process must be carried out periodically and 
occasionally, especially when environmental changes are 
observed.   


Finally the creative knowledge normally appears when 
there is a problem solving challenge, for instance inductive 
speculation by observing similar incidents or deductive 


speculation by applying some rules/heuristics in a situation.  
An initial form of creative knowledge may be tacit 
knowledge.  An OM can help to leverage this knowledge 
by showing to users the relation between tasks or 
situations, by associating each situation with related 
actions.  Users can then examine and survey many cases 
and current experiences before finding a new solution.  The 
generation of creative knowledge can be stimulated in 
several ways in an organization but this activity is different 
from knowledge elicitation, i.e. the process of making clear 
tacit knowledge.  From our point of view, individual tacit 
knowledge is the kernel of creative knowledge, if not, 
where would it (tacit knowledge) come from?  This point 
of view is a little different from the one of [10] who 
emphasis on the conversion of tacit knowledge to explicit 
knowledge (i.e. the organizational knowledge). 


In [11], the authors propose an approach to build up an 
organizational memory from existing documents to avoid 
employee’s resistance and work disruption.  This is an 
adequate approach to start up the building of an OM; 
however tools are required to support cognitive analysts to 
achieve this task.  
 
6  Organizational Memory Building System  
 
An Organizational Memory Building System (OMBS) is a 
tool to help in the structuring of an organizational memory 
and in depicting the exploitation schemes. In the OMBS 
infrastructure we are developing, we offer a framework to 
describe the KU which can be exploited along various 
dimensions.  Current efforts support the exploitation of 
three (3) types of knowledge assets: "know-what" 
(concepts of the domain), "know-how" (internal processes) 
and "know-who" (knowledge providers, sources of 
information, relevant agencies, etc…).   
 
6.1 Knowledge Units 
 
In the current implementation of the OMBS, we distinguish 
two kinds of KU: "Static" and "How-to" KU.  


Static KU contain domain concepts, facts and 
information describing the specifics of situations. For 
instance cloud conditions or instrument descriptions and 
settings are represented as static KU.  It is presumed in the 
system design that the only way to learn about static 
knowledge is to memorize it, no provision being made on 
how to reason about it.  


In "How-To" knowledge are embedded the skills and 
expertise to be used by an employee in a given situation.  
This kind of KU is task-oriented and contains the 
procedure to fol low through (actions and/or tasks).  It 
refers to others Static KU when necessary.  This 
knowledge can include both “how to do” and “how to 
think” descriptions.  The frame of a "How-to" KU has the 
following attributes: 
Task name : a descriptor of the nature of the activity.  It 
can also be perceived in some situations as a goal to 
achieve.  From a system point of view, it is the index by 
which is described the underlying knowledge. 
Domain: and ontological description of the sub-domain.  
For instance engine shutdown procedures would be 
associated to the AVIATION /NAVIGATION / ARRIVAL 
sub-domain.   







    


Done by: refers either to the analyst or the knowledge 
provider (employee) who creates the KN.   
Situation:  a textual description of the conditions where the 
how-to unit is applicable.  
Actions: a textual description of the expertise and 
procedures.  It may include some primitive actions, some 
subtasks or both.  
Subtasks:  a main task can be achieved by carrying out 
many subtasks; consequently, a hierarchy of tasks can be 
formed and presented in the system using visual features.   
Remark:  frequently used to highlight reminders suggested 
by domain analysts.  
Consequences:  anticipated states and damages if the 
"how -to" is applied.  
Reference cases : a link to textual documents of the 
collection, providing explanation of pertaining incidents. 
We also refer to sources (persons or documents) to 
accumulate supporting information and evidences. 
Demo link : a reference to videos, photos, graphs, diagrams 
and other pedagogical material.  A link allows activation of 
the multimedia resource.  


 
6.2 Knowledge Networks 
 
The OMBS system makes use of a set of separate KNs.  A 
KN is a directed graph where the nodes are a group of KU, 
each of them being related to some others by links of 
different types.  For the sake of a better exploitation of the 
OM, we introduce the notion of KN dimensions.  A 
dimension is a subset of the network that includes nodes 
related by links with specific meaning and used for a 
specific purpose.  Users can thus exploit the networks 
along different dimensions according to their goals and 
intentions.  


In the formalism we propose, an organizational memory 
can be formally defined as (not including the lexical 
dimension):  


OM = {KN1, KN2, …, KNn} 
KN  = {pedagogicalDIMENSION, organizationalDIMENSION,  


logicalDIMENSION} 
DIMENSION = {KU1, KU2, …, KUi}, {LINK1, LINK2,  


…, LINKp} 
 


In the current implementation, we propose four (4) 
conceptualized dimensions: 
1. the organizational dimension reflects the work flow 
between the KU in the underlying organization.  The 
workflow links allow users to examine the works of other 
employee which are related to the actual KU.  By 
considering this organizational dimension of all KN in an 
OM, users understand how an organization attains its goals.   
2. the lexical dimension provides users with explanations 
on domain terms.  The multitude of work-centered terms for 
an application domain can hinder the understanding of the 
users of the system.  Even for the same organization, terms 
can have different meanings.  Also abbreviations and 
acronyms, as frequently encountered in the military world, 
can cause confusion among users.  So for each application 
domain must be prepared a lexicon containing frequently 
domain terms and abbreviations (as well as acronyms) 
being frequently used.  To some extent, an ontological 
research is required to come up with a widely accepted 
glossary.  User can refer to the domain terminology through 
the static KU.  


3. the pedagogical dimension contains prerequisites KU 
for understanding the actual KU.  The required knowledge 
is called prerequisite knowledge.      
4. the logical dimension provides information on the 
logical relationships between KU (e.g. a KU being deduced 
from another one).  Logical links are to be provided to 
support description of reasoning schemes.  Experimentation 
is required to determine how the generation of creative 
knowledge can emerge from problem solving activities.  


For each dimension we provide users with links that he 
can establish between KU.  These links allow users to 
navigate through the network in order to learn and to 
support further reasoning for problem solving.  A local unit 
index is maintained by the system.  KU can be selected and 
depending on the availability of the links, other units may 
also be selected and displayed by an appropriate activation.    


 
6.3  Overview of the OMBS Authoring tool  
 
The OMBS Authoring tool provides the analyst with visual 
functions for the iterative construction of KNs.  Given a 
specific domain, the analyst can use the system to create 
KU and link them together, with the possibility to modify 
and update previous descriptions.  


 


 
 
Figure 3.  Graphical Interface of the OMBS Authoring Tool. 
 


The figure 3 is an example of a portion of a KN 
representing some of the how-to knowledge to be carried 
out by a pilot, from departure to arrival at an airport, and 
their links to other KU.  Each time a KN is opened, the 
virtual workspace of the whole KN is presented in 
“GlobalView” mode.  A link from a Static KU to a How-to 
KU is normally specified as pedagogical link (prerequisite 
link) because this knowledge is necessary to understand the 
How-to KU.  If a KU has one or more pedagogical links, 
clicking on this component will bring the KUs up to the 
screen.  It will be the same system behaviour when user 
clicks on the organizational or the logical component. 


Figure 4 (next page) illustrate an example of KU 
frame.  A KU frame is opened in “Detail View” mode.  
Users can fill in the various fields to create the KU.  If the 
Reference-Cases field points to a document, clicking on it 
will open the pointed document.  If the Demonstration field 
points to a multimedia resource, clicking on it will open the 
pointed resource.  A subtask name is automatically added 
by the system in the Subtasks field whenever the user 
establishes a subtask link. 







    


7 Exploitation of the Knowledge Networks  
 
The essential functions of a KM system are to improve 
work -centered tasks, applying the innovation when 
possible and sharing knowledge between employee s.  
These functions combined with an appropriate 
compensation policy can motivate employee to leverage 
creative knowledge.  Links between "how-to" KU must be 
established by the analyst to accommodate different usage 
(or dimensions).  For instance, in our OMBS formalism, an 
employee can lay his expertise before leaving his job; this 
expertise will help a novice or a new employee to learn (by 
using pedagogical links).  Other employees can also share 
knowledge by using organizational links.   
 


 
 


Figure 4. Example of a knowledge unit frame (detail view)  
 
  The logical links can help employees in problem 
solving activities by stimulating their reasoning on the 
underlying situations.  If available, demonstration videos, 
photos, graphs or diagrams can also be linked to each task 
to make the description more concrete and therefore help 
the learning process in an effective way. 


By referencing to the classification of [1], our system is 
intended to be knowledge-based and case-based corporate 
memory.  It allows to reason about KU describing 
experiences and cases already encountered.  We are 
currently in the process of developing exploitation schemes 
for our system that will allows users to manipulate KNs 
according to its two capabilities: retrieval of KU and 
navigation along various dimensions.   


The retrieval scheme consists of matching KU of the 
system with a partial description of what the user intends to 
search for in a network.  This partial description is called 
"pivot unit".  A pivot unit contains the description of what 
the user intends to search for in a network.  By introducing 
this pivot in the system and do partial matching of the 
various attributes structuring the units, the user can obtain 
the units most relevant to the partial description.  As most 
of the attributes contain textual descriptions, statistical (Tf-
Idf, n-grams) and semantic (e.g. edge -counting) similarity 
techniques can be used to exploit the units through the 
retrieval scheme as described by [12]. Finally the 


navigation scheme currently relies in the capabilities of the 
system to visualize elements of the networks and browse 
through the networks following various dimensions.  
 
8 Conclusion 
 
In this paper, we presented an approach to build an 
organizational memory.  We distinguish three knowledge 
layers: the basic knowledge, the innovative knowledge and 
the creative knowledge.  We argue that the last two layers 
are essential for the KM and that an OMBS is needed to 
help organization starting up the first task of KM.  Next, 
we set up the system objectives that insist on the ease to 
use and the supporting of KM functions.  The structure of 
our OMBS is then described with its multi-dimensions and 
visual interface.  Possible exploitation schemes are also 
discussed.  In the near future, we will complete the 
implementation of the exploitation schemes and expand the 
system to its fourth dimension, the logical dimension.  We 
believe that this dimension can help user in problem 
solving activities and for leveraging the creative 
knowledge. We also foresee the merge of KU and KN in a 
knowledge space as a mechanism for exploiting KN.   
 
Acknowledgement:  Thanks to Ruibiao Guo for 
implementing the first version of the KN Authoring tool.   
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